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ABSTRACT 
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This research addresses social and economic costs and benefits 

associated with possible emergency communications system innovations 
7" 

in the Charlottesville/Albemarle ~rea. 

The central goal of the research is to provide officials of 

Charlottesville and Albemarle County with a decision and policy 

analysis structure'for planning by means of which decisions can be 

reached concerning feasibility of implementation of a "911 emergency 

tE;lephone number system. Results of the research are presented 

in such a fashion as ·to allow decision making officials in 

Charlottesville and Albemarle County to relate quantitative and 

qualitative factors concerning the 911 system in order to determine 

decisions and likely consequences of these decisions. 

It is anticipated that the major-value of the work lies in the 

provision of a consistent and generalized method for studying and 

evaluating urban problems. Although applied specifically to a' 

system., it is readily adaptable to 

the investigation and evaluation of a wide variety of urban service 

delivery systems. 
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FOEEWORD 

This report presents the results of a 7-month study conducted by the 

School of Engineering and Applied Science of tr..e University of Virginia 

to provide officials of Charlottesville, the University and Albemarle 

.1. 
t County with a decision and policy analysis structure for planning, by 

r means of which decisions conceTIlingthe feasibility and desirability of 

implementing an emergency communication system can be made. 

This study was performed under the direction of Professor A. P. 

Sage, Quarles Professor and Associate Dean, with Professor O. A. Gianniny, Jr. 

as a senior faculty investigator and Mr. G. G. Yorke and Mr. T.D. Ricks 

serving as research assistants. 

The authors wish to acknowledge the cooperation and assistance pro-

vided by members of the Project Review Committee - Mr. John Dek. Bowen, 

Chief of Police; 1tl'r. Julian H. Taliaferro, Jr., Fire Chief; Mr. George W. 

Bailey, Albemarle County Sheriff; Mr. W. Wade Bromwell, Director, Uni-

versity Police Department; Dr. George Moore, Director, Department of 

Health; Mr. Fred L. Huckstep, Jefferson Country Firemen's Association; 

1tl'r. Josh Pritchett, Captain, Charlottesville/Albemarle Rescue Squad; 

Ms. Linda Nesbit, Coordinator, Emergency Services and Mr. R. Southall, CENTEL, 

Telephone System Communications Consultant. Without the strong dedi-

cation, effort and participation of these people in the various phases of 

our study, it would have doubtlessly been less realistic in its app1i-

~ation to the Charlottesville/Albemarle area than it is at present. We 

very much appreciate the dedicated assistance of our Project Review Committee. 

We would also like to express our special appreciation Ms. Marcia Marshaw, 

former Director of the Central Piedmont Urban Observatory and Ms. Linda Peacock, 

present Director for their invaluable contributions to this research 

effort. 



Despite the generous assis.tance of' so many, there are doubtlessly 

flaws in this effort and for these the authors assume full responsibility. 

This research activj.ty, has to a large extent, been a learning process 

for all but especially for members of the research team. 
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SYSTEMS ENGINEERING STUDY OF EMERGENCY COMMIDUCATIONS 
SYSTEMS FOR THE CITY OF CHARLOTTESVILLE AND AI.BEMARLE COUNTY 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Statement of the. Problem 

Many of our cities and urban areas are plagued with inadequacies in 

the accessibility, availability and quality of urban services. These 

inadequacies did not develop overnight. Rather, they were the result of 

a multiplicity of factors - population increases, industrial expansion, 

natural growth, etc., coupled with a lack of planning foresight and 

constant neglect. Further there are always reservations expressed by 

many concerning changes in the status quo. 

Delivery of emergency services in the Charlottesville/Albemarle area 

is one element identified in preliminary University stUdies as needing 

comprehensive planning. Basic needs for emergency service delivery 

can be stated as follows: liThe citizens of Charlottesville and Albe-

marIe County should be able to summon help rapidly in emergency situations 

with a minimum of confusion. II The studies suggest that geographic, 
'j 

demographic and socioeconomic characteristics have changed more rapidly 

than the service capabilities, so planning for efficient allocation and 

use of resources is needed now to avoid cri.sis situations in the 

future. On the other hand, many officials believe that the present 

emergency service system is adequate and meets the needs of the community. 

This particular research has investigated alternative approaches 

available in the area for emergency service delivery, one of which is the 
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"9l1l' communication system. An attempt has been made to eXpose all 

aspects of implementing some sort of emergency communication system, 

including important value-laden questions. 

Purpose of the Project 

The purpose of this project was to develop a comprehensive plan for 

evaluating, designing and implementing an emergency response communication 

system. Specifically, our upper level objectives were: 

1. To inventory the response times, costs, and otber factors of 

existing emergency services delivery systems in the City, 

Uni versi ty, and C01.ll1ty. 

2. To determine whether there are problems with the existing 

system and, if so, what are their magnitudes. 

3 To analyze thoroughly, the social, economic and other costs 

and benefits associated with all pertinent factors involved in 

various implementation configurations associated with the "91111 

emergency telephone system. 

4. To provide responsible officials in Charlottesville and Albemarle 

County with data regarding the need for a 911 system and an 

action plan which will analyze and outline all phases of 

implementation. 

5. To thoroughly involve, or allow for involvement, responsible 

officials in Charlottesville and Albemarle County in development 

of the plan. 
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6. To present the research results in such a fashion 8.S to a.llow 

responsible officials in Charlottesville and Albemarle County 

to :elate quantitative and qualitative factors concerning the 

"91111' system to their own value systems in order to consider 

alternative decisions and likely consequences of these decisions. 

Scope of Work 

From its inception, this project has involved close association and 

interaction between the researchers and officials in Charlottesville and 

Albemarle County, especially in the areas of fire protection, hea.lth care 

delivery, police services, and rescue op8rations. Questions relating to 

access points,special equipment dedicated to 11911" service, answering 

stations, responding agencies, jurisdictional considerations, and insti

tutional and financial arrangements have been addressed with assistance 

from the Central Telephone Company of Virginia. This study has also 

utilized the experiences of other communities which have implemented such 

systems in the past. The study has considered, to the extent possible, 

criteria established by Federal and State agencies in order that funds 

from these agencies may be secured for implementation. 

To this end a project review committee was requested and appointed 

in accordance with policies of the Central Piedmont Urban Observatory to 

interact with the research team throughout the study. This project 

review committee consisted of: 

John Dek. Bowen, Chief of Police, City of Charlottesville 

Julian H. Taliaferro, Jr., Fire Chief, City of Charlottesville 
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George W. Bailey, Sheriff, County of Albemarle 

W. Wade Bromwell, Director, University of Virginia Police 
Department 

Dr. George Moore, Director, Charlottesville/Albemarle Department 
of Health 

Fred L~ Huckstep, Jefferson Country Firemen's Association 

Josh Pritchett, Captain, Charlottesville/Albemarle Rescue Squad 

Linda Nesbit, Coordinator, Emergency Services, City of Charlottesville 

Rodney Southall, Communications Consultant, Central Telephone Company 
of Virginia 

The Major Work Elements Undertaken by the Project Team were 

1. To develop a narrative and graphic description of the 

Charlottesville/Albemarle area. 

2. To investigate "911" systems in other communities. 

3. To describe existing emergency communications in Charlottes-

ville, the University, and Albemarle County. 

4. To inventory potential agencies receiving emergency calls in 

Charlottesville, the University, and Albemarle County with 

respect to call volume and time distribution of emergency 

telephone calls. 

5. To ascertain information requirements - volume - time distri-

bution in Charlottesville, the University, and Albemarle 

County. 

6. To determine latent and potential demand for emergency communi-

cation services in Charlottesville, the University, and Albe-

marle County. 
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7. To coordinate these findings with responsible officials in 

Charlottesville, the University, and Albemarle County and to 

obtain a full cross-section of views regarding possible "9111' 

implementation scenarios. 

8. To develop a comprehensive description of the organizational 

structure which will manage emergency communications resources 

and capability for the area. 

9. To explore communication center location considerations. 

10. To plan for integrating and coordinating the services of the 

responding agencies with an eye on equity, efficiency and cost. 

11. To develop system plans, schedules, estimated expenditures, 

justifications and, to the extent possible, sources of funds 

and financial arrangements for various implementation scenarios. 

12. To describe methods to be used in evaluating, monitoring and 

updating the system. To determine the cost effectiveness for 

various implementation scenarios. 

13. To assist agencies in Charlottesville, University, and Albe

marle County in use of systems methodology in order to determine 

worth scores, scoring functions, decisions, and policy with 

respect to variolls implementation strategies associated with 

the "911" system. 

14. To present the final results of the effort in such a fashion as 

to establish appreciation and credibility for the results 

obtained by responsible officials so the methodology can be 

used to reach further decisions concerning implementation 

of the system. 
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It appears that successful application of technology to societal 

problem areas such as a !!9ll system!! to summon emergency help must be 

based on studies of problems and possible ameliorations at three levels: 

technological systems, societal institutions and values. Anything 

less risks the chance of our having either lI'technological solutions 

looking for problems," or a mere treatment of symptoms. Thus, we used 

systems engineering methodology to examine the 911 system and its 

alternatives, including the present system, with respect to impacts 

on institutions and values. We strongly believed that determination 

of true cost-benefit ratios for systems of the 911 type would go far 

beyond an examination of a technological fix and the resulting hard-

ware for system implementation. Such an approach merely directed at 

symptoms might well result in an expensive but ineffective remedy. 

By attacking the 11911'1 system problem at the level of institutions, 

we attempted to determine the impact upon institutions of the existing 

system and of likely alternatives. This effort could assist in a con-

figuration determination such that agencies delivering emergency service 

could make maximum use of technology inherent in the 1191111 system. 

By also approaching this problem at the level of values, we were 

able to identify basic jssues associated with the system in terms of con-

flicting values. To utilize these value elements in determining likely 

results from implementing various alternative 1191111 system.s is a highly 

desirable goal and one to which our efforts were directed. 
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Our project utilized a variety of techniques from sy-atems engineering 

for problem analysis and resolution of technology and public policy 

issues while maintaining a level of analytical sophistication which is 

readily comprehensible. 

We subdivided the emergency communication systems study into seven 

steps: 

1. Problem definition (determination of needs, constraints, 

alterables and societal sectors). 

2. Value system design (determination of objectives and objectives 

measures) . 

3. Systems synthesis (structuring of candidate systems, deter

mination of possible policies, controls- and measures of 

control and effectiveness). 

4. Systems analysis and modeling (analysis of the system deter

mined by elements of the problem definition, value system 

design, and systems synthesis steps in order to estimate 

changes in cost-benefit as a function of various alternative 

policy implementations and changes in control variables). 

5. Optimization (ranking of alternatives in accordance with 

various effectiveness measures) 

6. Decision making and worth assessment. 

7. Planning for action 

Iteration of this methodology has led to the recommendations con

tained herein. The major output from thi,s methodology is a set of pro

cedures that community officials can use in order to rapidly evaluate the 

effects and values of proposed policies and decisions. 
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The best efforts of the project team were directed to these ends. I:' , 1 

Our study, which is summarized here, does not represent a detailed engi-

neeri~~ design resulting from a technological fix, but rather, represents 

an attempt to provide local emergency service delivery agencies and de-

cision makers with the results of a sUbstantive planning effort which 

vvill hopefully enable formulation of emergency communication plans and 

programs for community betterment. Six alternative system configurations 

have been formulated, analyzed, contrasted and compared. For each of 

these six alternatives, personnel reQuirements, telephone eQuipment and 

major capital cost elements have been determined. For the recommended 

alternative, our perceptions of efficacio~s methods of management, 

financing, and implementation are described. 

Economic and social cost and benefits have been estimated as accu-

rately as possible. In any large system such as this it is never possible 

to estimate with precision all costs and benefits~Nevertheless, we con-

jecture that our conclusions and recommendations are insensitive to the 

particular cost and benefit figures assumed for parametric variations in 

the range of 30 to 60 percent. Our specific conclusions, findings, and 

recommendations are as follows' 

1. Desirability of Enhanced Emergency Communications 

Analysis of communications systems for emergency service delivery in 

the Charlottesville/Albemarle area, and agency and user character-

istics relative to the use of these systems, indicates the need for 

an improved emergency communication system. Each of fourteen agencies 
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providing emergency service has its own te1epho~~ number, increasing 

difficulty of access for children, elderly, transient or other 

callers operating under stress of an emergency. (Details substan-

tiating this recommendation may be found in Chapter II of the final 

report) . 

2. Feasibility of a "911" Eme:rgency Communication System 

The sincere and cooperative attitude expressed by emergency service 

delivery agency offici~ls towards consolidation of emergency communi-

cations and facilities, especially those dealing with public safety, 

indicates that a version of the "911" emergency communication system 

is feasible for the Charlottesville/Albemarle area from an insti-

titutiona1 as well as a value viewpoint. Problems of telephone 

boundary mismatch, due to different area codes and different telephone 

companies in the area, can be ameliorated by methods which we outline 

in Chapter III, which recommends partial resolution to the boundary 

mismatch problem requiring intergovernmental cooperation. Further 

resolution would require expensive modifications to telephone ex-

changes, extending far beyond CENTEL's present plans for modernization. 

3. The Recommended System 

We have conducted a needs assessment as well as a value assessment 

associated with the impact of emergency communication systems upon 

relevant agencies in the Charlottesville/Albemarle area. On the 

basis of the problem definition and value system elements determined 
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from this interaction, which are described in detail in Chapter III, 

we have postulated 6 candidate systems which potentially satisfy 

needs and achieve community objectives relative to emergency communi-



cation services. We have considered various measures of effective

ness in response to needs satisfaction. These include capital 

investment and operating expenses, security and privacy considerations, 

autonomy of agencies, accessibility, system dependability, vulner

ability to harassment, and overall service delivery mission effective

ness. Paramount among these needs considerations are savings in 

time, added convenience, and savings in cost. Included among the 

alternatives considered is the presently existing emergency communi

cation system. 

The emergency' service delivery agencies of Charlottesville/ 

Albemarle County, represented on our project review board, have been 

most helpful in reviewing and iterating the needs,constraints,alterables 

and objectives as each of these program planning elements relates to 

the specific alternatives considered. From this set of potentially 

acceptable al,ternatives, one must' be chosen as the candidate 

system which best satisfies the needs perceived in the 

problem definition step and is most consistent 

with the value structure of agencies responsible for emergency 

service delivery. Working with the project review team, we have 

structured the attributes of the candidate systems considered such 

that the multiple attributes of the 'various candidate emergency 

communication systems have become evident to all as well as amenable 

to treatment utilizing the method of worth assessment used to select 

the recommended system configuration. This methodolo~J has allowed 

agencies to express group preferences among alternatives described 

by success attributes of emergency communication delivery. Each 
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agency official has expressed a scoring function of tbe attributes 

for each candidate system configured. The scoring function has 

been determined by each agency representative based upon economic 

and societal cost and benefit data provided as well a.s individual 

perceptions of total responsiveness of the candidate systems. The 

project team has analyzed responses from the individual agency 

representatives as well as a single preference structure for the 

entire project review team based upon simple averaging. 

Alternative 5 described in Chapter IV, appears to be that which 

offers the greatest overall benefit-to-cost effectiveness of the 

various concepts considered. This particular configuration con

sists of a consolidated dispatch center for emergency communications 

which directly dispatches personnel for all police agencies and 

transfers calls to individual dispatch centers for all fire agencies 

and the rescue squad. Any person dialing 911 will thus be connected 

to a partially independent and autonomous emergency service agency 

which is capable of directly dispatching the majority of emergency 

calls received and which can transfer, after a brief interrogation. 

period, an incoming call to those agencies which feel the strong 

need for maintaining close control in monitoring of the very specialized 

and capable dispatchers. All services currently delivered by fire 

and rescue, which includes some social service delivery calls, will 

thus be transferred in this fashion. Close interagency cooperation 

with the 911 communication center will be required for efficacious 

call handling procedures and policies. 
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It is our view, based upon interpretation of responses from emer
any 

gency serYice delivery representatives, that/emergency communication 

system which does not include some form of direct dispatch from the 

communication center will not succeed in coordinating resources, im-

proving delivery of emergency serYices, or reducing telecommunications 

costs to the community as well as a system which contains this direct 

dispatch feature. 

4. Performance Reauirements and Cost of Implementing Recommended 
AlternatiYes 

In determining operating personnel re~uirements and telephone capacity 

re~uirements for each alternative, we have assumed that no more than 

10% of all busy-hour calls received will be serviced with delays greater 

than 10 seconds. Call transfers must also be handled ~uickly or almost 

as fast as dialing a {-digit number directly. A ~ueueing analysis 

presented in Chapter V, has been used to show that this response time 

is such as to yield extremely low system losses. Personnel re~uire-

ments to allow this serYice are less than four dispatch operators during 

the peak call period and less than two for off peak hours. We have also 

used a telephone capacity criterion to ensure that no more than 

one call in a hundred will receive a busy signal during the peak calling 

hour. Six incoming telephone lines are re~uired. to satisfy this 

criterion. 

Our analysis leads to the conclusion. that twelve full-time 911 dispatch 

operators will be re~uired to meet performance re~uirements. Chapter VI 

presents detailed cost/benefit comparisons for system Alternative 5 as 

well as for other alternatives. These very preliminary cost figures 
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have been presented primarily to serve as an approximate bench 

mark concerning relative magnitudes of financial commitments-

The monthly cost associated with personnel and telephone equipment 

in any new centralized emergency communication system should be 

borne in an equitable way by the three jurisdictions - City, County, 

and University - involved in usage of the system. There exists the 

possibility that some or all costs associated with new dispatch 

e~uipment might be obtained by external funding~ perhaps by the Law 

Enforcement Assistance Administration. Location costs are somewhat 

difficult to estimate and Chapter VI addresses major location 

renovation considerations. 

5. Suggested Management Strategy 

Emergency service delivery agency representatives, through the worth 

assessment methodology exercise of Chapter VII, have expressed their 

acceptance and preference for alternative configurations system 

No.5. However, all representatives have indic~ted, by their response 

to the worth assessment procedure, serious concerns relative to 

organization and management of any emergency communication system 

alternative to the present system. A variety of organizational and 

management structures have been presented and discussed with these 

representatives on our project review team. The recommended manage-

m0nt and organizational structure is presented in Chapter VIII of 

this report. It was recommended that the 911 emergency communi-

cation center be organized as an autonomous agency, independent of 

police, fire and rescue and that it be governed by a board of directors 
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representing the various agencies associated with emergency service 

delivery i~ the Charlottesville/Albemarle area. It is felt that 

this management plan, considerably detailed in Chapter VIII, would 

allow continuation of the very beneficial efforts made by City, 

County and University towar~s joint ventures for an enhanced quality 

of life for residents of the area and visitors to the area. 

6. Implementation Plan 

The implementation plan suggested in our study suggests that 

System Alternative 5 could be implemented approximately two years 

after a decision is made to implement it and the CENTEL Company is 

requested to initiate changes. It should be noted that establish-

.ment of an emergency communication center, as envisioned with System 

Alternative 5, would serve as a center for coordinating resources 

and planning in the event of some local or national disaster in 

addition to' serving the required function of meeting the considerable 

needs for emergency communications in this area. By virtue of the 

centralized location of the system configuration proposed, space and 

communication availability and eQuipment, planning for the new 

system should also encompasc planning for its use in the event of 

those local or national disasters and catastrophies whose effects 

might be ameliorated by the proposed 911 emergency communication 

system configuration, possibly aggregated with other 911 emergency 

communication systems throughout the region and the nation. 

Implementation plans should also include a public information 

campaign. especially to identify the unique characteristics of this 
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system - public access to the center and agency responses. Under-

standing and confidence will be needed to retain community acceptffilce 

of the system. 

7. Overall Recommendation 

It is the recommendation of the project team that decision-

making officials in Charlottesville, the University, and Albemarle 

County go on record as favoring implementation of a 911 emergency 

communication system. We recommend that proper technical guidance 

from telephone officials and telecommunications consultants be 

obtained to develop plans for project and operational details and 

that this effort be coordinated with existing emergency service 

delivery agencies who have strongly evidenced great commu...."lity 

loyalty and support throughout this study. We recommend that System 

Alternative No. 5 (Direct Dispatch for all police emergency services 

and call transfer for all fire and rescue squad operations) be 

subjected to detailed technical scrutiny to determine more precise 

development and operational costs such that implementation can 

proceed at an early date. Our best efforts indicate that this 

system cffilllot help but be a big improvement over the present un-

coordinated,fragmented and unsystematic emergency service system. 

We strongly believe that the dedicated emergency service delivery 

agencies of Char1ottesvi11e/P~bemar1e will continue to provide 

cooperative selfless community-minded support for progressive parti-

cipative development and enhancement of the ability to deliver 

emergency services in this area. Thus, we urge prompt action to 

continue the p1ffillling efforts documented here into program deve1op-

ment and an operating 911 system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, we present a brief discussion of telecommunication 

innovations and their relationship to the delivery of urban services while 

emphasizing the social implications of these innovations. This discussion 

tends to amplify the need for a comprehensive methodology or framework 

for addressing urban problems. A methodology is presented which has 

applicability to many of the large-sca,le problems extant. A brief dis

cription of the background of this study ~ogether with its objectives and 

the organization of this report is presented. 

A. Telecommunication Iru1ovations 

Over the last decade or two, innovations In telecommunications 

have seen startling. Tram tionally, telecommunications has been concerned 

mainly with only ~:me of the human senses - that of hearing [lJ. Advances 

in technology, however, have made possible a ~vide variety of visual com-

munication ~ervices. Foremost among these advances are large information 

handling capacity transmission media of very large bandwith such as 

waveguides and optical fibers exploiting pulse-code modulation (PCM) 

digital tecrniques, computer controlled switching systems utilizing 

digital time-division switches, large-scale integrated (LSI) circui-ts, 

high capacity and fast access memory devices and new types of solid-state 

visual display and image sensing devices [lJ. 

B. Innovations Related to Urban Services 

In June 1971, the Committee on Telecommunications of the National 

Academy of Engineering produced a report, "Communication and Technology for 

Urban Improvement" containing some twenty ideas on the use of telecommuni

cations information technologies to improve living conditions in U. S. 
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cities [2J. These ideas related the role of telecommunications in citizen-

government interaction, education , health, pollution, transportation, 

crime prevention, and emergency services. 

C. Social Implications of Telecommunications 

The application of these new telecommunication technologies to 

the urban environm~1t is fraught with social, economic and political consid-

erations. Until recently, very little attention has been paid to the social 

implications of implementing new telecommunication technologies [3J. In 

part, this has been the result of the engineer I s concern with hardware 

and the decision-maker! s .emphasis on cost-effectiveness. For example, two-

way instructional television has been advocated to improve the quality and 

distribution of educational serVlces. In order to fully assess the utility 

of this neTN technology, the following social questions should be addressed: 

a. ~7hat will be the impact on existing forms of education 
and training? 

b. How will the existing school system be organized to 
facilitate instructional television? 

c. How does the method of presentation affect a student's 
ability to comprehend? 

d. How much instruction should a student be exposed to 
before saturation occurs? 

e. How does this method of instruction provide motivation? 

This list is not exhaustive but it does present the flavor of 

social inquiry. Such inquiry is absolutely necessary if urban systems are 

to be functional and effective. Indeed, it is the absence of such inquiry 

that leads to bottlenecks in the planning of emergency and other urban 

services. To the best of our knowledge, in aJJnost all communities where 

jurisdictional boundary problems exist, the planning and/or implementation 
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of a 911 communications system was carried out solely on a directive from 

the State legislature (e.g., California, Massachusetts, Florida). Here, 

in the State of Virginia, no such mandate exists. Implementation of 

technological fixes under mandate has often produced technological 

solutions looking for problems. It would appear that the successful 

application of technology, such as an emergency communication system to 

societal problem areas, must consider three levels of problem-existence and 

amelioration: systems, institutions, and values. We therefore propose 

to examine, using systems engineering methodology, emergency communication 

system alternatives with respect to the impact on institutions and values. 

We strongly believe that determination of true cost/benefit ratios from 

implementation of a system such as this will consist of much more than 

an examination of a technological fix and the resulting hardware for 

system implementation. 

D. The Systems Engineering Concept 

Systems engineering may be thought of as a process which 

facilitates decision-making by providing a rational method for reflecting 

the needs and values of a society, organizing information relative to the 

impacts of all reasonable courses of action and implementing and monitoring 

a given alternative solution to measure its performance, chart its impact 

and possibly modify system implementation to ameliorate negative effects 

[4J. As such, this process must contain, at minimum, the following ingre-

dients [18J: 

1. A way to deal successfully with problems involving many 
considerations and interrelations. 

2. A way to deal successfully with areas in which there are 
far-reaching and controversial value judgemen!:s. 
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3. A way to deal successfully with problems, the solutions 
to which require knowledge from several disciplines. 

4. A way to deal successfully with problems in which 
future events are difficult to predict; 

5. A way to deal successfully with problems in which 
structural and institutionaJ_ elements are given full 
consideration. 

The systems engineering methodology presented here has been developed 

to possess these minimum ingredients. 

E. Systems Engineering Methodology 

There is no unique systems engineer:iJlg methodology. Problems in 

large-scale systems, particularly in the societal sector, dealing with 

economic, resource, technological, and behavior'al factors are very complex 

and difficult to quantify. Thus, it is doubtless unrealistic to expect 

development of a unique standard methodology. Nevertheless, the method-

ology presented here does appear to meet the conceptual requirements 

of a comprehensive, systemic and rigorous approach to the solution of 

large-scale problems. 

Systems engineering has three major dimensions: a time dimension 

which includes the gross sequences or phases that are characteristic of 

systems work and extends from the initial conception of an idea through 

system retirement or phaseout, a logic dimension which deals with the 

steps that are carried out at each of the systems engineering phases and 

a knowledge dimension which refers to specialized knowledge from various 

prufessions and disciplines. These are the dimensions of the Hall [5J 

morphological box of systems engineering. 

The thrust of our work will be specifically concerned with the 

activity plane of systems engineering consisting of the time and logic 
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dimensions or the phases and steps of systems engineering. The activity 

matrix for systems engineering is illustrated in Figure 1 and our 

exposition of systems engineering mei:hodology will evolve by further 

development of the many important ideas represented by this activity matrix. 

By methodology we mean an open set of procedures which provides the 

means for solving problems. The "tools" of systems engineering are the 

elements of a methodology necessary for accomplishing the steps and phases 

of the Hall activity matrix. We select as the tools of systems engineer

ing-words, mathematics, and graphics. ~vnen we combine a set of tools, 

a set of proposed activities, and a set of relations among the tools and 

the activities, we have a methodology. 

The obj ecti ve of program planning is to ascertain the desirability 

of allocating resources to specific projects aimed at solution of a given 

problem. Project planning is characterized by a series of activities 

directed at a specific project or projects identified in the preceding 

phase and has as its major objective, the selection of alternative systems 

for development in the next phase. System development is concerned with 

detailed plans and designs for the selected alternatives. The production 

phase refers to the actual implementation or construction of the alterna

tive systems developed in the preceding phase. The distribution phase 

refers to the existence of the systems to perform prescribed functions 

while the operations phase refers to the actual utilization of the systems. 

Finally the retirement phase refers to that period when the systeJ!1.B 

must be phased out due to obsolence. 

Reference to Figure 1 suggests that each of the systems engineering 

phases is defined, to a g~ater or lesser degree, by the seven problem 

solving steps. These steps are: 
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1. Problem Definition: Problem definition is essentially a 
study of needs, constraints and al terables 
and collection and analysis of data 
in an effort to fully describe and 
formulate the problem. 

2. Value System Design: Value system design is the establishment 
of objectives aimed at ameliorating or 
addressing the problem identified in 
Step 1 and the establishment of perfor
mance measures to evaluate these objec
tives. Objectives are established with 
an eye on needs identified, constraints 
reorganized (uncontrollable elements), 
impacts on various sectors involved and 
alterables (controlable elements). 

3. Systems Synthesis: Thus far we have described the systems 
engineer's approach to discovering 'what' 
is the problem and 'what' should be done 
about that problem. We now devote our 
attention to 'how' this problem can be 
resolved. System synthesis is an activity 
which involves describing as completely as 
possible the various ways, systems, pol
icies , etc. that can be implemented in 
order to achieve the stated objectives 
and thus satisfy the original needs. 
Consequently, we design hypothetical· 
alternative solution systems. 

4. Systems Analysis: Systems analysis follows logically from 
systems synthesis and involves an evalua
tion of each hypothetical solution in terms 
of cost, required inputs, expected outputs, 
etc. Here typical systems engineering 
tools and techniques, such as queueing 
theory, demand analyses, statistics, etc. 
are employed. 

5 . System Optimization: System optimization is carried out as an 
integral part of the iteration between 
systems synthesis and systems analysis. 
Here we attempt to rank each hypothetical 
system in the light of efficiency and 
effectiveness. 

6. Decision-Making: Decision-making is a rather complex task. 
Hm.Jever, a variety of decision-making aids, 
value and worth assessment and cost-benefit 
analysis,together with results of systems 
analysis and value system design, serve to 
guide the decision-rnak~lg process. 
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7 . Plarming for Action: Having decided on a particular course of 
action, a set of guidelines consistent 
with needs and objectives are detailed 
for implementation and operation. 

The highly structured, logical nature of this methodology together 

with its claim to generality of application, in our opinion, can reduce 

client acceptance problems which must be addressed very diligently from 

the start. For example, the emphasis on separ'ating needs from constraints 

and the insistence on postponing formal consideration of alternative 

solutions until the problem has been adequately defined ensures that all 

practical aspects of the problem can be accounted for, thereby avoiding 

most typical pitfalls resulting from ITDre directly intuitive problem

solving approaches. 

F. Backgrotmd of the Study 

In 1973, the Division of Biomedical Engineering, University of 

Virginia, began a major effort to improve the quality of medical care 

delivery in Plarming District Ten which includes Ch~lottesville and 

AlbeJIEr'le County. Major ftmding for this effort was provided by the 

Robert Wood Johnson FOtmdation, an independen~ philanthrophy interested 

in iTIlproving health care in the United States. The establishment of a 

tmiversal emergency nuwber in order to lmprove general accessibility was 

discussed with both city and COtmt\] officials who expressed a desire for 

pertinent information with regard to its desirability. The University 

of Virginia School of Engineering ar~ Applied Science was selected, 

tmder direction of the Central Piedmont Urban Observatory,to conduct a 

study of emergency cornmtmication system plarming for the Charlottesville! 

Albemarle COtmty area with the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation providing 

the necessary ftmding. This is the final report of this study. 
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G. Objectives of Study 

The purpose of this project 1S to develop a comprehensive plan 

for evaluating, designing and implementing an emergency response 

communications system. Specifically, the upper level objectives are: 

1. To inventory the response times, costs and other factors 
related to existing emergency service delivery systems in 
the City, University and County. 

2. To determine whether there are problems with the existing 
system and, if so, what are their magnitudes. 

3. To analyze thoroughly, the social, economic and other costs 
and benefits associated with all pertinent factors involved 
in the 911 emergency telephone system. 

4. To provide responsible officials in Charlottesville, the 
University, and Albemarle County with data regarding the 
need for a 911 system, if ',;uch a need exists, and an 
action plan which will analyze and outline all phases of 
irrl.plementation. 

5 . To involve thoroughly, or allow for involvement of responsible 
officials in Charlottesville, the University, and Albemarle 
County in the development of the plans. 

6. To present the research results in such a fashion as to allow 
responsible officials in Charlottesville, the University, 
and Albemarle County to relate quantitative and qualitative 
factors concerning the 911 system to their own value system 
in order to determine decisions and likely consequences of 
their decisions. 

H . Organization of Report 

This report is organized to facilitate easy comprehension by 

public officials. The organization of chapters reflects the steps 

outlined in the systems engiI1eering approach to problem sOlving. 

Chapter II addresses program planning and describes the existing 

communication facilities in the Charlottesville/Albemarle area, the 

present citizen access system and agency response to emergency requests. 

Chapter III concerns various scenarios needed for problem definition and 
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value system design and emphasizes planning linkages necessary for a 911 

corrnnunications system. Chapter IV is aimed at system synthesis and presents 

six conceptual alternative systems. Chapter V addresses system development 

and presents a technical analysis of hardware and personnel requirements. 

Chapter VI attempts to summarize cost and benefits associated with the 

alternatives presented, sources of funding and location considerations. 

Chapter VII addresses the complex task of decision making while Chapter 

VIII outlines specific action plans related to implementation. Finally, 

an Appendix is presented to familiarize decision-makers with the detailed 

operations of centralized communications systems existing in neighboring 

communities. 
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II. PROGRAM PLANNING 

Program planning involves a conscious effort to project ideas of what 

ought to be into a framework amenable to tests of reality [18J. The problem is 

emergency communications in Charlottesville/ Albemarle County, Virginia. 

The City of Charlottesville and Albemarle County encompasses a land area 

of some 750 square miles with an excess of 80,000 residents and represents 

a unique opportunity for the co-oroination and delivery of public services 

by virtue of the fact that the city is located in the heart of the County 

and is independent of the County. While Albemarle County has a rural 

agricultural character, the City of Charlottesville is rapidly approaching 

total urbanization. These divergent land use patterns tend to amplify the 

need for co-ordinative and supportive public services since many of the 

urban amenities required by County residents are to be found only in the 

City. 

One important dimension of co-ordination for City and COlmty concerns 

the degree and ease of accessibility of emergency services. We first 

describe the communication facilities of all responding agencies in the 

Charlottesville/Albemarle area. We then describe the existing citizen 

emergency access system. From these two descriptions, we are then able to 

describe more explicitly, agency response to emergency requests. These 

descriptions coupled with relevant analysis lead directly into an identi

fication of needs. 

A. Agency Description and Existing Communications 

Visits to the various public service agencies indicate that the 

existing radio communications appeal"" to be quite adequate (Table I) to 

satisfy many needs. In cases where further radio capability is required, 
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Service Agencies Characteristics 

Agency Type Locadon Area of lloorgency Total No. of Answering Radios Dispatching I Methods for 
Coverage Telephone 'relephone Locations and Personnel Alerting 

lJumbers Lines at Frequencies Per'Sonnel 
Dispatcher 

Volunteer Fire 295-1125 IIDbiles Olarlottesville telephone; Companies: -1126 Charlottesville wdlkies Fire Dept. 
Larlysville all of Albenarle -1l27 Fire Department dispatchers tone pagers 
Last Ri vanna County - lotary nine answers all calls '16.46 perform the 
Nor'th o.:1['(:\en volunteer' SaJOO as on Ridge Street. 

tone pagers dispatching for 
Stoney Point mutual aid Charlottesville these volunteers. 

agr'eenents Fire Dept. 

~~i~er6 Firemen are dis- Ch'ville Fire mdio 
Crozet area If - homes "",lkies patcheJ either by dispatch by tone 

Crozet Fire and >",st 823-4000 two 3 - businesses direct calls Dr pagers. J:4ch phone 
Departlllent volunteer' Main Street Albep.Hrle 1 - fire house 46.'16 through Charlottes- has switch to turn on 

Count'} Charlottesville 39.50 ville Fire, siren at the fire 
CB house, 

lIlobiles 
Scottsville 

Scottsville area 1 - adjacent 39.50 no mdio dispa tch 
Fire Dept. volunteer' ~ain Street south AlbelJ<wle 286-3611 GoO service station ~6, 46 west Fluvanna 

north Buckingham It - homes CB telephone calling tf'ee; 
siren 

Scottsville area 
""ntrol console no mdio dispatch mobiles ' 

Scottsville south Albem3I'le 1 - squad walkks 39.5 until new syst.,em telephone; 
286-2111 'two ins1:alled; volun- new tone pagers Rescue SqUdd volunteel" ~ain Street >Jest Fluvanna 3 - hOllies tone pagers 

no1'th Buckil ,gila", teers dispatch. 

""nt1"ol console f'l'P.qllclncies Disoatching PeI'Sonnel 295-'1151 mobiles -
Clldr'lot1:esville 606 East City of 

-,,152 police s la tion . portables 39.'1'1, 39.50, 
Police Dept. 

paid 
I'arket S tree1: Charlottesville -4153 ten 606 Last >lalkie- '16.'16, 5 fullt:uoo 

-'115', Market Street talkies 155.7151155.110 
rotary 155.8351155.995 1 special 

295-1125 fire slation - control console 46.,,6 4 fulltime -
Charlottesville -1126 robiles 39.50 56 houps/week 

Q1ar'lottesville ]'did ancl 203 Ridge and -1127 nine 203 Ridge Street IlOr'tables tone pagers per'foI'llled by fiI'elOOn 
Fire Dept. volunteer' Street surrounding rutal'Y "alkie- talkies who rota1:e. 

county stro=e t call boxes tone pagers 

""ntrol console 39.50 'I fulltime 295-2112 robiles 
Count:y Court County of -2113 Sheriff's Office - ~B base 39.86 1 parttime Albemarl<: paid lIouse AlbeJlurle -211'1 

tlll",e County Court CB 
Sheriff rotary !buse 

street call boxes ""ntrol console 
92,,-7166 portables '160.025/465.025 

Univer'Sity of paid 412 Branden University of -7167 six police station - 39.50 5 fu11time 
V irginia Police Avenue 

Virginia -7168 412 Bmndon Avenue 46.'16 (oonitor 
-7169 rotary 155.835 only) 

weekdays Bam-Spill - ""ntrol console 155.835/155.955 1 daytime dispatcher 
Charlottesville/ 828 Mclntir'8 City of 295-1191 Little High Street; robiles '163.025/'168.025 on weekdays; 
Albemarle Rescue volunteer 

Road Charlottesville -1192 'thI'8e weekdays 5p11,-Bam & pol'tables 39.50 at othel' tUlles, 
Squad and County of rotary weekends - squad Nil lkie- talkies var1ious squad 

AlbeJl\'ll'le 
house tone pagers personnel. 



this capability has already been recognized, and enhanced capacity plans 

made. We exam:ine existing communications from a capability standpoint 

rather than a characterization of actual pieces of equipment which are 

doc1..lll1ented elsewnere (Emergency Services Commtmications Plan [6J). The 

estimation and acquisition of communication equipment is a continuing 

function of the Emergency Medical System (EMS) group which is funded by the 

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and administered by the University of 

Virginia,3iomedical Engineering Department. Although this group is directly 

concerned with Emergency Medical communications, its evaluations and 

recommendations span the entire realm of emergency services [6J. Usually 

two different modes of communications between public agencies are required 

to provide backup, reliability and security. The other mode generally 

employed is the telephone. There are many opportunities for combined use 

of radio and telephone in emergency service delivery. 

1. The Charlottesville Police Department 

The Charlottesville Police Department located at the corner 'of 

6th and Market Streets has the most sophisticated cOIDITLunications center in 

the City or County. A vride range of frequencies allowing two-way communi

cations with virtually every public service agency in the City and County 

is presently being utilized. Thus, radio communications between the 

Charlottesville Police and the County Sheriffs in Albemarle, Greene, 

Fluvanna, Louisa, Orange, Buckingham and Nelson together with the University 

Police, the City Fire Department, the County Volunteer Fire Departments, 

the Charlottesville/AlbeTdrle Rescue Squad and the Scottsville Rescue 

Squad exist. Radio capability also exists for communications between the 
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Charlottesville Police and the University of Virginia Hospital's Emergency 

Room, the Airport Control Tower, the City Public ~7orks and Traffic 

Engineering Departments. 

(a) Frequencies 

The frequen~ies utilized by the Charlottesville Police Department 

are 39. 5 MHz - common to all law enforcement agencies; 39.44 MHz - unique 

to Charlottesville Police; 46.46 MHz - Fire arId Airport Control Tower'; 

155.830/155.955 MHz - Rescue Squads and Hospital; and,155.7l5/l55.ll0 MHz -

Public Works and Traffic Engineering. 

(b) Communication Aids 

(i) The CharJpttesville Police Department operates a 
teletype computer tenrrll1al which provides a link 
to both National Criminal Information Center (NCIC) 
and Virginia Criminal Information Network (VCIN). 
This enables rapid communication of pertinent 
information to officers in the field. 

(ii) The Charlottesville Police Department has direct 
telephone capability with the National Weather 
Service for obtaining information related to 
storms, hurricanes, etc. 

(iii) A dual set of magnetic tape recorders are used to 
assist dispatch personnel in administering the deli
very of police services. 

Civ) Emergency back-up power is provided by means of a 
generator. 

(v) 'The status of personnel in the field is monitored and 
updated manually by use of a map indicator. 

2. The Albemarle County Sheriff's Department 

Albemarle County She.riff' s Department, located at the County 

Courthouse on Court Square in the City of Charlottesville,has considerably 

less radio and telephone capability as compared to the Charlottesville 

Police Deparbnent. However, the existing level of co-ordination between 
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law enforcement jurisdictions in the City and County is such that the 

Sheriff's Department can and does continually utilize the Charlottesville 

Police Department's emergency communication resources. 

(a) Frequencies 

The frequencies utilized by the County Sheriff's Department are 

39.5 MHz - common to all law enforcement agencies, and 39.86 MHz - unique 

to the Sheriff's Department for inter-agency communications. 

(b) Communication Aids 

(i) The County Sherrif does not have clirect access to 
vcrn or NCIC and must reques't such information tbrough 
the Charlottesville Police Department, the University 
Police Department or the' State Police. 

(ii) There are no magnetic tape recorders to assist 
dispatched personnel in administering the delivery 
of police services. 

(iii) The Sheriff's Department continuously monitors a 
Citizen's Band radio (Channel 9) for highway 
emergencies. 

(i v) Emergency power, for radio remo.te control does not 
exist. However, emergency power exists for dispatch 
operations. 

(v) There is no sophiscated method for monitoring and 
updating the status of deputies in the field. 
Presently, this is accomplished by means of written 
logs. 

3. The University Police Department 

The University Police Department, located on Brandon Avenue, 

maintains radio communications with most City and County public agencies 

through use of the common frequency 39. 5 MHz. A new UHF system is employed 

to meet the special needs of the University Police in patroling the interior 

of buildings where low frequencies do not transnlit and receive as well. 

The existence of several emergency call boxes on the University grounds 
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near dormitories, parking lots and distant roads serve to facilitate easy 

access to the University Police. 

(a) Frequencies 

The frequencies utilized by the Universi~J Police are 39.5 11Hz -

common to all law enforcement agencies; 460.020/465.025 MHz - unique to 

the University Police for inter-agency corrmunications; 46.46 MHz - moni tor-

ing City and County fire corrmunications, and 155.830/155.995 MHz - mor~tor-

ing local rescue squad's corrmunications. 

(b) Corrmunication Aids 

(i) The University Police have direct access to VICN and 
NCIC. 

(ii) Emergency power 1S provided by means of a generator. 

(iii) Dual magnetic tape recorders are employed to assist 
in the administering of police services. 

(iv) Monitoring and updatmg the status of officers m 
the field is accomplished by written logs. 

4. The Charlottesville F:i.r>e Deparrbnent and Volunteer Fire 
Companies 

The Charlottesville Fire Depa.riJnent, located on Ridge Street 

with another station located on the 250 By-Pass, approximately 2 :miles av.7ay, 

handles its own dispatchlllg as well as that of several county volunteer 

fire companies including East Rivanna, Stony Point, Earlysville and Nort."l 

Garden. Separate volunteer fire companies at Scottsville and Crozet lave 

their own telephone answering system and are usually not dispatched through 

the Charlottesville Fire DepCL~ent. However, Crozet can be dispatched 

by the Charlottesville Fire Deparrbnent by means of tone pagers! Scotts

ville will have this capability in the near future. During an mcident, 

the Crozet and Scottsville Fire fightmg personnel are usually m direct 

radio contact 'Vrith the Charlottesville Fire dispatchers. 
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Fire service for far vlestern Albemarle County, vlhich is in the C & p 

telephone district, is a long distance call from areas such as Greenwood 

to Crozet which is four to five miles away. Scottsville maintains a 

fire department which serves the southern part of ,.AJ.bemarle County as far 

north as Keene and as far west as Esmont. In addition, the Scottsville 

Fire Company serves areas of Buckingham and Fluvanna Counties, which are 

adjacent to the town. 

(a) Frequencies 

The frequencies utilized by the Charlottesville Fire Department 

are 46.46 MHz - ccmnon fire frequency (this frequency is also used for 

cornrmmication to the Airport Control Tov;rer) and 39. 5 MHz - corrmon to all 

law enforcement agencies. '+he Charlottesville Fire Department will be 

adding a second fire frequency so that fire units on the scene of a fire 

can be switched to an operating frequency leaving the prima:ry frequency 

for general use within six months. 

(b) Communication Aids 

(i) Emergency power is provided to the Charlottesville 
Fire Department by means of a generator. 

(ii) Through co-ordination with the Charlottesville 
Police Department, the Charlottesville Fire 
Department has message recording capability. 

(iii) The Volunteer Fire Companies communication aids are 
considerably less sophisticated than those associ
ated with police services. 

5. The Charlottesville/Albemarle Rescue Squad and Scottsville 
Rescue Squad 

The Charlottesville/Albemarle Rescue Squad housed on t1cIntire 

Road at the 250 By-Pass serves all of the County with the exception of the 
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Scottsville area. There are no outlying stations directly affiliated with 

the ChBrlottesville/Albemarle Rescue Squad though consideration has been 

given to an East RiVaJUl.a satellite station. The Charlottesville/Albemarle 

Rescue Squad has a wide range of radio communication in order to 

perform their unique functions. Through the common low-band frequency -

39.5 t1Hz - they are able to communicate with all local law enforcement 

agencies and the Fire Department. Special frequencies enable them to 

communicate with the Universi~j of Virginia's Hospital and the Scottsville 

Rescue Squad. The sophistication of their equipment allows them to transmit 

EKG I S and the like from their mobile units. Tone-coded systems are utilized 

to alert persoDnel and radio communications capability with fa~ha Jefferson 

Hospital is presently being acquired. 

The Scottsville Rescue Squad which serves the immediate Scottsville area 

and surrounding areas of south Albemarle, west Fluvanna and north Buckingham 

presently lacks the necessary radio communications capability of the 

Charlottesville/Albemarle Rescue Squad. However, acquisition of a new 

radio system, together with tone pagers and patching capability to permit 

two-way communications between the Scottsville Rescue Squad and the County 

Sheriff's Office and the University of Virginia Hospital's Emergency Room 

lS presently underway. 

(a) Frequenci.es 

The frequencies utilized by the Charlottesville/Albemarle Rescue 

Squad are 39.5 MHz - common -to all law enforcement agencies; 155.835/155.955 

MHz - inter-agency and squad-to·~hospital communications; and 463.025/468.025 

MHz - telemetry. The Scottsville Rescue Squad presently utilizes the 39.5 

MHz frequency. 
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(b) Communication Aids 

Ci) The Charlottesville/Albemarle Rescue Squad has 
emergency back-up power. 

Cii) The Charlottesville/Albemarle Rescue Squad has 
message-recording capability. 

(iii) Both rescue squads continuously monitor a citizen's 
band radio for emergency requests. 

B. Existing Citizen Access Systems - Descriptio~ 

Citizen access system refers to the facilities available to the 

citizen for requesting and reporting emergency situations. The Charlottes-

ville/Albemarle area is characterized by th.ree political jurisdictions -

City, County and Uni versi ty . It is not unusual for a resident to be 

conducting business or using facilities in the City, County or University 

on a regular basis. Consequently, each resident of the el"ltire area must 

become familia:; with- a variety of emergency services and numbers in the 

City, County and University. 

There are at least 14 basic emergency telephone mnnbers which residents 

may need to use. These separate and distinct numbers are for the 

Charlottesville Police, the Charlottesville Fire Departrnent, the Charlottes

ville/ Albemarle Rescue Squad, the County Sheriff, the gas company, the 

power company, other volunteer fire and rescue squads, drug and child abuse 

centers, social services , hospital emergency rooms and the like. 

In addition to this need to ascertain the correct political jurisdiction 

and telephone numbers, a caller may sometimes have to use a toll phone 

necessitating the further need for appropriate coins. Further, residents 

in the Greenwood part of the County must initiate a long distance call to 

request emergency services. Moreover, in some instanc~~s, residents are 
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required to dial separate and distinct numbers for the same emergency service 

before and after 5 p.m. (e.g. Welfare and medical emergencies). 

This state of affairs would naturally imply some confusion in obtaining 

emergency assistance, especially to the elderly, handicapped, children and 

visitors. In the City of Charlottesville, some 24 percent of the population 

are between 10-14 years of age with some 10 percent over 65 years [7J. It 

is reasonable to suspect that a similar age distribution exists in the 

County. In an emergency situation, the degree of confusion, anxiety and 

frustration places severe stress on such persons not only in obtaining 

the appropriate numbers but more importantly in dialing them. 

The University of Virginia, with a transient student population of 

approximately 15,000, also attracts a great number of conventions and 

confere..."1ces. These transients and visitors together with those drawn by 

university events, local, historic and scenic attractions must surely have 

difficulty in accessing emergency services. The magnitude of this delay is 

discussed in Chapter III. 

C. Agency Response to Emergency Requests - Description 

From an examination of communication facilities irt terms of 

citizen access and agency oP?l'ations, the following general statements 

relating to agency response can be rrade: 

(a) There is a high level of infornal mutual aid and co-ordina
tion between dispatch agencies in the City and County. 

(b) There is no explicit cross-training between personnel" in 
different agencies to enable rraxirm.un effective service when 
a resident dials the wrong number. 

(c) There exists a wide variation in the level of training and 
diversity of functions performed by dispatch personnel in 
the various agencies. 
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(d) Many agencies are currently unable to man their communica
tions positions regularly with existing designated dispatch 
personnel. 

(e) The existing hardware utilized by many agencies does not 
possess such basic features as the ability to hold a line open 
and the ability to disconnect a caller to free incoming lines. 

D. Analysis 

Having described agency response to emergency service requests, 

a very important question arises - what is the impact of the existing 

response system on the accessibility and delivery of emergency services? 

This question has many dimensions relating to ease and efficiency. However, 

for the present, we address the dimension of time. 

Table 2 indicates that a substantial percentage of crimes requiring 

on-scene-assistance are reported by someone other than the victim. The 

elapsed time or time between detection and notification is indeed substantial. 

When an emergency has occurred, then the total time between detection and 

notification by someone who is not directly involved in the emergency 

would appear to reflect the ease with which such notification can be made. 

In a needs survey conducted by the Stanford Research Institute for Santa 

Clara County, California, it was concluded that between 25 and 40 percent 

of emergency calls had to be transferred to at least two agencies; 

considerably less than half" the citizens had recorded their emergency 

m.lIIlber's for convenient use and also considerably less than half the 

citizens knew their emergency 7-digit numbers [8J. (We examined the 

utility of conducting a similar type of survey for the Charlottesville! 

Albemarle area. However, the requirements in terms of time, costs and 

anticipated response doe~ not appear to justify the effort.) 

Tables 3A and 3B indicate that the greatest percentage of fires are 

reported by means of a telephone. Consequently, making the telephone more 
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Reported by 

Type of Crime Period Incidents Victim Other 

Felonious As saul t with Knife 1975 34 59% 41% . 
Felonious Assault with other 1976 January - 9 78% 22% 

dangerous weapon June 

Disorderly Conduct 1975 72 26% 74% 

Disorderly Conduct 1976 January - 24 21% 79% 
June 

Felonious Assault with Gun 1975 35 40% 60% 

Felonious Assault with Gun 1976 January - 12 75% 25% 
June 

Attempted Rape 1975 4 100% 0% 

Source: Charlottesville Police Deparrbnent - Individual Records (1975-1976) 

Table 2 Selected Police Statistics - Charlottesville (1975-1976) 

Elapsed Time 
Between Detection 
and Notification 

," 

57 minutes 

44 " 

23 " 

28 " 

58 " 

18 " 

22.5 " 



Table 3A 

Selected Fire Statistics - Charlottesville, 1975 

SO'Llr'Ce of Report Total Incidents Percentage 

!Telephone 966 84 

Street Box 75 7 

Automatic Alarm 25 2 

Other (Radio, ~valk-ins, etc) 78 7 

Table 3B 

Selected Fire Statistics - Charlottesville, 1975 

Type of Fire Percentage 

Building 40 

Vehicle 22 

Other 38 

Source: Charlottesville Fire Deparbnent, 1975 
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accessible increases the likelihood of a prompt notification. 22 percent 

of all fires reported in 1975 were vehicle fires necessitating to a large 

extent the use of public pay phones and the associated coin requirement. 

Data were not available on elapsed time. 

E. Identification of Needs 

The information presented thus far provides the basis for an 

evaluation of needs. We attempted to solicit the participation of respond-

ing agency officials in a determination of what could or should be done with 

the existing corrnnunication system. From a series of meetings and discussions, 

the following needs were expressed: 

(a) A reductiorl of confusion in notifying appropriate agencies 
in an emergency situation (whom to call? what number? what 
jurisdiction?) 

(b) A procedUl~e for co-ordinating existing resources to minimize 
duplication of equipment and enable greater utilization of 
existing manpower. 

(c) The provision of improved corrnnunications system features to 
enable greater efficiency in providing corrnnunity services. 

Cd) The provision of means whereby citizens can surrmon emergency 
assistance by public telephone without COL~S. 
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III. PROBLEM DEFTIrrTION Al® VAliJE SYSTEM DESIGN ELEMENTS 

Program planning is directed at a series of activities aimed at 

addressing the needs identified in Chapter II. We first attempt to 

identify problem definition elements: needs, constraii'1.ts, al terables and 

societal sectors. Using unified program planning techniques developed by 

Hill and Warfield [9J, we then seek to identify the relationships among 

these elements. Identification of these relationships enables us to 

postulate objectives which are defined in the framework of the problem 

definition variables such as to satisfy needs, and to define related ob

jectives measures. Having developed objectives, we then proceed to examine 

emergency communications system concepts with respect to proposing alter

native policies to better achieve objectives by satisfying societal needs. 

A. Problem Definition Elements 

Needs have been identified .in Chapter I. We now direct our 

attention to constraints, alterables and societal sectors as defined in 

the methodology section. These problem elements were identified through 

discussion and review with the Project Review Committee and their inter

actions were estimated by the analysis team. 

1. Constraints 

(a) Telephone equipment-hardware 

(b) Funding 

(c) Public officials' acceptance 

(d) General public acceptrulce 

2 . Al terables 

(a) Implementation time 

(b) System costs 
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(c) Operating procedures 

(d) Cost distribution and recovery 

(e) Types of emergency service provided 

3 Societal Sectors 

(a) General public 

(b) Agency directors (City, Coun:ty, University) 

(c) Legislators (City, County, University) 

(d) Telephone Company Officials 

To illustrate the interactions or relationships between the various 

problem elements, interaction maTrices are used - Figure 2. The self

interaction matrix describes the magnitude of interaction between elements 

comprisL~g a set as opposed to the cross interaction matrix which describes 

the magnitude of interaction between elements comprising different sets. 

For example, the self-interaction matrix for constraints indicates that 

fundD1g interacts strongly with the public and public officials' accep

tance. Similarly ,the cross ii1teraction matrix betr,,1een alterables and 

constraints indica-tes that operating procedures interact strongly with 

public officials' acceptance. 

Careful evaluation of these interactions with the Project Review 

Committee led to the establishment of the following objectives which are 

structural and presented in Chapter VII with appropriate evaluation indices. 

B. Obj~;ctives 

1. To meet the national goal of a single emergency number 

2. To facilitate easy citizen access 

3. '1'0 coordinate existing resources 

4. To provide service in a cost effective manner 
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5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

To improve the existing level of service 

To improve emergency communication and administration 
of services 

To enable coin-free dialing 

Haintain the authority of responding agencies 

To minimize disruption of existing services 

To reduce confusion in notifying appropriate agencies 

To provide for growth in emergency communications 
requirements 

Fie now seek to identify some alternative policies which might 

enable the achievement or attainment of our stated objectives. We 

address specifically the concept of alternative 911 systems as they relate 

to emer'gency communications and associated emergency service delivery. 

C. Emergency Communications System Concept - ~ 

Some concepts of emergency communications are illustrated in 

Figure 3 where an emergency begins with the occurrence of an event requiring 

on-scene·-assistance. The total response time here is estimated to be 

t 1 + t 2 + t 3 • Thus, any reduction in time between occurrence and detection, 

or detection and notification, or notif~ation and dispatch effectively 

reduces that response time. 

911 has been suggested as a national emergency number to be used 

throughout the United States. Presently, 712 communities with a total 

population of about 50 ITIl..;,.lion either have the 911 number or are installing 

it [lOJ. Studies conducted by the Stanford Research Institute for 

Orange and Santa Clara Counties California, have suggested that response 

times could be reduced by 1.5 to 4 minutes with the-introduction of 911 [llJ. 
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Such studies are usually very difficult to perform, largely due to 

the inadequacy of data. Indeed, the relevant data for such analysis in 

the Charlottesville/Albernar'le area are non-existent. However, all 

available inferential information suggests that response time is often 

greater than need be. Reduction in total response time results invariably 

in a savings in life and property, and every effort should be made to 

accomplish this. 

To illustrate this point, consider the following heuristic scenarlO 

of the random time variation between detection and notification. Given 

the existing system of citizen access, we can safely postulate that some 

people will access emergency services quickly and efficiently (they ~lOW 

the proper telephone number) and others will not (dialed the wrong number, 

dialed the ~vrong agency, no phone book, no coins, etc.). If one were to 

plot the frequency or probability of getting information to an agency, the 

resulting distributions would most likely approximate those presented In 

Figures 4(a) and 4(b). Figure 4(a) indicates that with the existing 

system of citizen access depending on the variety of numbers, emergency 

serVlces, education, etc., some people will consume a substantial amount 

of time in accessing emergency assistance. There is great variability in 

the time required to notify an agency. Figure 4 (b) on the other hand, . 

indicates that by introducing a 9l~citizen access system, the access 

time for those persons previously subjected to substantial delays is 

considerably reduced even though the average response time is little changed. 

The needs of these persons are critical in the delivery of emergency 

services: for example, a study of heart attacks in Santa Clara County, 

California (1969) indicated that of 54 non-hospital deaths in men under 

60 years, 46 percent were found dead and an additional 22 percent 
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died in less than 15 minutes of the onset of acute heart attack [12J. 

Also, a study of British heart attacks (1968) indicated that 34 percent 

died in 15 minutes and 54 percent in one hour after incidence of the 

heart attack [12 J . 

The Stanford Research Institute has estimated that in Florida, a 30-

second reduction in fire fighting response time would result in $1.7 

million savings, thereby reducing residential fire losses by 7 percent. 

This does not include any savings from other types of fires [8J. 

Figure 5 further illustrates the t~ue response time associated with 

the four basic methods of accessing emergency services [19J. The 911 

communications system concept has three major advantages: 

(1) It reduces confusion in notifying appropriate agencies, 
thereby reducing total time from detection to receipt 
of emergency services. This could conceivably result 
in crimes and emergency situations being more promptly 
reported and consequently increase the level of security 
experienced and/or perceived by residents. 

(2) With the introduction of 911, basic communications 
system features such as called party hold, forced 
disconnect, etc. can be provided thereby improving the 
efficiency of emergency communications; 

(3) A 911 communications system requires personnel with 
specialized training and the establishment of operating 
procedures which could enable comprehensive and 
efficient service to residents. 

D. Provision Mechanisms for A 911 CoJIli1lill1ications System 

In order to provide 911 communications in the Charlottesville/ 

Albemarle area, we present a descriptive scenario for implementing S11ch a 

system. This scenario specifically addresses the technical problem 

associated with 911. Questions concerning social and institutional 

problems', will be addressed ill. subsequent chapters. 
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1. Service Agencies 

Figure 6 shows the location of various emergency serVlces 

accessible to residents in the Charlottesville/Albemarle area. Tradition

ally, mutual aid agreements and cooperation between jurisdictions have 

enabled residents located on the fringes of the county to S1.llIlffion help 

from rescue and fire services of nearby counties. Greene, Fluvanna and 

Nelson Counties have implemented 911 service. However, residents of 

Albemarle County cannot obtain fire and rescue services of these counties by. 

dialing 911. Rather, they are required to dial the respective seven 

or eight-digit number for appropriate services. With the introduction of 

911 into the Charlottesville/Albemarle area the method of accessing emergency 

servlces throughout this entire area will become uniform. 

2. Boundary Problems 

The Charlottesville/Albemarle area is served by two telephone 

companies. The Central Telephone Company of Virginia serves approximately 

92 percent of the area while the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company 

of Virginia serves the remaining 8 percent. Invariably, when more than 

one telephone company serves a community, boundary problems present 

themselves. A boundary problem exists when telephone service areas and 

county boundary limits are not coincident. Figure 7 shows the areas 

where a potential boundary problem exists. For example, the telephone 

exchange 456 serves residents of both Albemarle and Nelson Counties. If 

911 was implemented in the Charlottesville/Albemarle area, then that 

entire region (Nelson and Greenwood) would access a 911 center in 

Charlottesville. This type of problem is not unusual and indeed exists 

in many of the communities which have implemented 911. 
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E. Solution Ootions to Boundary Problarns . 

A variety of potential solutions can be conceived to elimL!ate 

boundary proble.rns. These solutions span the realill of s:Luplicity - neglect 
.~ 

of these areas .1..1'1 planning 911 service-to complexity-structtlral mom..=ica-

tion of telephone equipm::nt. rive [",=ill not address the s:L'1lplisti.::: option 

of neglect. Ra."Cher l ~.je assume that 911 service should be designed Eor 

the entire county. 

1. Modification of Telepr.one Equi?ment 

?:--esent corrnnunications capabili-::y ;N'ould suggest that the 

telephone company is able to split &""1 exc.bange er.abli.ng t:'esid~nts ; n sa.1.J .. __ 

'~een':,.jood (Exc."rJ.ange 456) to dial 911 .:md access a center l.n Char lottesvi 1 2.e , 

'N'b.ile at w'le same -:::ime making it i:1IDossible :or residents in 0felson County 

("N'ith the same exc.hange, 456) to access "Chat center In Cl1.arlottesvil~e 

should they dial 9U. The ease iN"ith i,vhich this can be acccmolished :ie-

pends on the existing switchL!g equipma1'1~ used by the telephone company. 

Presen"Cly l CENTEL is utilizing the old st~p swi tdring equipment iN"mch is 

extremely costly to modify. However l iNi thL'1 anot'1er 10 years or there 

abouts l they may be converti 1'1g to ESS (Elect::'omc Switching Systems) i,vhich 

will pe~it easy converSlon. Splitt~!g an exchange to enable telephone 

exchanges and political boundary lines to be co~!cident is basica.1.1y a 

.telephone syste.'1l redesign. The cost of splitting an excb.ange under the 

present telephone company policy must be borne by the jurisdiction L!volved. 

For the Greenwood exc.~ge, the cost estimated by the telephone company 

waS somewhere ill t.'1e vic~!ity of $20,000. T'nis option lS not recornrnended. 

2 . Operational Methods 

This option considers 'N"hat might be termed a non-structur"'-: 

solution where t~e operations , policies and rules are e~!ed to 
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ascertain ~ftlether or not the problem can be addressed without the need 

for building or installing equipment. 

Given that 911 service is not advertised m areas outside Albemarle 

County and the telephone company provides the type of directions similar 

to those being provided in their forthcoming telephone directory 

(special instructions for subscribers in areas where boundary problems 

exist) the vohune of calls originating from these areas should be minimal. 

However, in the event that residents of another county (e.g. Nelson, 

Buckingham, etc.) dial 911, calls which should naturally terminate at 

the crarlo~eesville center C&l be randled as follows: 

Scottsville Exchange - 286 - This exchangl3 includes a small portion 

of Fluvanna and Buckingham Counties. Calls QI.'iginating from these counties 

can be re-routed from the Charlottesville cerrter to the appropriate 

dispatch agency in the respective counties. This applies primari.ly to 

police services smce Scottsville provides fire and rescue services for 

this area. 
, 

Schuyler Exchange - 831 - This exchange includes a small portion 

of Nelson County. Calls originating from Schuyler will terminate at the 

Charlottesville center and re-route for fire and rescue services to 

Nelson County! s Sill center which generally provides this type of s,ervice 

for Schuyler residents. 

Greenwood Exchange - 456 - This exchange includes a small portion of 

Nelson County. Calls originating in Greenwood and terminating m 

Charlottesville are generally long distance. We recormnend two (2) direct 

911 l~nes from the Greenwood exchange which would enable residents to 
I 
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obtai.T'l e..'1lergency services 1..:'1 Charlottesville at no cost. Tl1.e method of 

accessJ...J."1g appropriate seI"'nces ror residents of Nelson Count"'j re.T.ams 

t.'ie sam.e. 

Orange Exchange - 832 - ~is excDaT'lge LT'lcludes a substantial portion 

of Louisa CounTY and LT'ldications are that relatively few ,~emarle 

residents are located L"1 this area. Ic.eally, t..~s area could be handled 

':"'''1 a rI'.anner identical to t~e Greem-Jood exc.'1ar..ge. ;"ie have been '..ll1a.ble to 

ide.l"'J.ti.:fy any requests rc:;r sern .. ce L:-:' C:'l2.I"lorr:esville .f.com this crea. 

Consequentl~l, ;,ve have nOl: recornmer..ded any di:C'ect lines. for the sa..~e of 

completeness; :".-70 r1";~ec't: 911 li.'-'1e8 could be provided at a monthly cost 

of approximately $50-70 per 1 ;'1e. 'This cost does not enter into our fu~ure 

analysis. This ontion (Nould appear to be quite feasible ~"1d. (tJe therefore 

recommended t"lat this service option be considered. 

f. ~et~od of Re-routL"1g Emergency Calls 

Presently, radio capability exists for reportL"1g and requesti ng 

servlces m ot~er communities and dispatc.~ centers through the use of the 

common frequency 39. 5 rnHz. Such capability (tJould naturally exist at the 

Char lottesville center. Added to this capability is a telephone capability. 

1~e CeI1ter w~ll be able to access other dispatch agencies LT'l surrounding 

juriSdictions by: 

(a) Dial ing the appropriate i-digit number and relaying 
info:rrr.ation, and 

(b) Dia~i.ng the appropriate 7-digit number and patching 
the caller to the appropriate agency. 

This telephone capability is L"1cluded in t'1e basic 911 system. 

A~ternatively, we could seek to i~rove telephone capabilit"'j by the use of 
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'thot lines ll to surroundi.7'lg jurisdictions at a substantial additional cost 

(see Table '+). 'I'l1.e use of hot i~'"'les for this P1.l.."'"'POse would oerhaps 

enable a sma 11 t~"TIe sav:L'"'lgs in dialing dispatch a.genc~es. 20wever, ~his 

~~lle sav:L'"'lgs would be no greater than th~t which exists with radio 

communications. In \fie~..J of "t.."le anticipated volume of calls ?"'~quiring 

re-rout';ng, it is our o-;n..l:.2.on that hm: 1 il1es are um·..Ja:rTam:ed and ~he!'efcre 

are not recommend.ed. 

A full des~ip~ion of the costs and. requiremen~s for ~~pla~Ent';l1g 

the 911 systa~ ~ the Cha2"'lottesville/P~eroarle area is oresented L'"'l 

G1apters IV and 'TI. 

G. C2:Dital Costs of I.rnplementi.7'lg a 911 System 

The capital cost of LllPlementing a 911 system ~i the 

G~lottesville/Alb~Tarle area as es~imated by ~ITEL r~7'lges cen..Jeen 

$230,000 to :3250, 000. This cost, however, i,rill be borne by the telephone 

company and not by the jurisdictions. The actual initial and operating 

costs for itJhic.~ jurisdictions are responsible is estimated 1.."1 C1.3.oters IV ==nd VI. 

?resent policies r:=lat:L"1g to rate structure and recovery of telephone 

company's cost are such t.~a~ ~rith the LllPlementation of 911 in 

Char lottesvillel AlbeJIlar Ie, the actual increase i.11 each subscriber's 

telephone bill would probably range betwea7'l one and one-and-a-h~f cents 

Der month. This is due to the fact that CENTEL's capital recovery costs 

are usually spread over its enti2:'e serV1.ce area :L.l the 3tate of Virg:L"1ia. 

Consequently, ;tJhethe:r or not 911 is implemented in ~he Charlottesvillel 

~~~~le area, should another community Li the state implement a 911 

system, the residents of Charlottesville/P~bemarle w~ll be subsidizing 

CENTEL's capital costs for implement:L"1g 911 in that area. 
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Table 4 

Cost of Hot hL!es for Accessing Dispat~~ 

Agencies L! SurroundL!g Jurisdictions 

Cost 

~onthly Initial 
Jurisdiction Number. S $ 

z..ovingston - 911 Center , 151.50 54.15 J.. 

?3.lilJ.)lra - 911 Cal1te!' , 90.90 54.15 .L 

Scottsville Fi"Y"e and 
~escue 1 80.80 :-lL 1 ,-

;:), ._;:) 

3udd.-l1gham - Sheri.f£ts 
Office , 126.75 54.1S .J.. 

Stanardsville - 911 CaT1.ter 1 95.95 54.1S 

TOTJl.L 545.90 270.75 

Source: CENI'EL 
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DT. SYST.F11 SYNEriESIS 

In this chapter, rN'e present six al te..Y1TIatives for analysis and evalua-

tion~ T11e first t..1-rr'ee alte..-rnatives specifically address the auestion of 

accessibili i:"y and range rrom maii1.te..'I1aI1ce of the existi.:"1g system "'Co an 

em.ergency comrrn.mication syste.rn involvii'1g call transfer a..'1d refe...YTal. T..r'le 

second t'1ree alte..rna:tives assume 2: 911 syste.rn and provide a variety of 

O'cerational modes to satisry various needs. 

An e.rnergEmcy communication syste.rn must be viewed not only ; n te..'Y'I!IlS of 

its accessibili~y but also in terms of its effectiveness. A 911 e.rnerge.l1cy 

number system addresses accessibili~y while t~e specific rr~thod of on era-

tion of the 911 sys'Lem can be chosen for relative ef.fective..1'1ess. .c..lterna-

tives rN'ere chosen to aderess the IIDre i"TIportant aJ.J.d less obvious auesticns 

relating to social and i.l1sti tutional desirab; J 1 ty . 

alternatives, (rJe attempted to i.J.cor::'Arate t..lJ.e sped -=1 operati..l1g recuire-

me..l'lts and needs of each responding age..l'lCY. 

T11e met~odof operation presented for t~e Charlottesville/.~e.~le 

Rescue Squad :LJ. all six alternatives is t~at of call transfer and not direct 

dispatch from t~e cormn.mi.ca'Lions center. Tnis option iN'as exercised in view 

of': 

(a) The volunteer fI..ai:Ure of t~e organization; 

(b) Tne sophistication and specialized nai:1..n:'e of their equipment; 

(c) The hig.11 level of rr'ai ni..l1g rea..uired for rescue sa..uad disnatch 
personnel, and 

(d) 'I"11e apparent efficiency of t~eir dispatching facilities at the 
present time. 

However, t1.e proposed al te..1"1D..atives are flexible enoug.11 so that rescue 

sa..uad dispatchi..l1g could be incorporated into them should a need and desire 

develop. 
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A. Al ter'I)a.tive #1 - Existing Syste.rn 

Alternative #1 (Figure 8) suggests that t...~e exist:l.!g system be 

w~Ltained or that not~ing f~~er be done. It is presented to facilita~e 

&L easy reference Pd.J.Lt in comparing and evaluating t~e ensuLLg alte..ry.atives. 

The characteristics of this al terna.ti ve are: 

- ID~dequacies in accessibi1i LY for wany people needLLg e.rnergency 
se..~ice delive1~. 

- No co-ordi.."12.tion 1..L discatch effort. 

- No standardized dispatch procedures. 

- No c.."anges .L.'1 adminis"'c'ative responsibilit"y and accountabilil..y. 

- Duplication of equipm:"nt and 1)ersormel on a conti nuLLg basis. 

Di -Fferi 11g levels of se.."Y"\nce ai110ng agencies. 

The ave~acre ~n~hly c~s~ co~ -~~~ ~ys~~m 1.·s ~s~_im.'~·L~a· a~L. ~_:pp~~i_ ~_ _:> '""-' w ' U L. .;,. _ l ... ,d_.::> ~ __ _ ... =- _ ...... "- vo....... 

rnately $11,200 (see Table S), a low value at present. 

L11 the next four years, it is anticipated t...~at wt...i s cost ftli 1~ 
c.ouble, due !I1~Lly to the need for l....Lcreased persoI"'.J1el to 
operate w~e present system. 

B. A~ te..1"!1at; ve #2 - A Seven-Dig; t Number and l~ 1 te.."Y'ITlati ve # 3 -
911 Trans.l.er &Ld Referral 

Alternatives #2 and #3 (Fig-ures 9 and 10) are essentially w'1e same 

~ n t~at they propose a cent:::"aJ. number for accessing all emergency se.."'(''Vices. 

Alternative #2 suggests a 7-digit number ftlhile Alte.."Y"!1ative ¥3 suggests a 911 

number. T"ne sigrlificant diFferences 1..11 these DNO alternatives lie in: 

1. Tne time to i.rIIple.rnent (approx:im3.tely t..."u:'ee ronths for 
Alternative #2, and L.'NO years for Alternative #3). 

2 . Cost of conversion (t...~is cost in ei the:r.~ case is borne by 
the telephone company). 

3. The simplicity of the number In te..rms of education and use. 

Tne c..~aracteristics of w~ese two alternatives are: 

- No dispatch from center. 
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Figure 8 Delta Chart for A~terna.tive #1 - Existing System 
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Table 5 

AlterD~tive #1 - System Costs 

Average 
Ite.TIl Agency Number' Montll.ly Cost 

(anprox. ) 

Dis-catch Persormel C~ar lottesville S full tiTTle $3,102 
Police 1 part tiTIle 

" " University 5 full time 2,94-0 
?olice 

11 II Sner'iff 4- f"lll ;:ime 2,520 
1 yart ti'lle 

'I " ~. .' .. !I full time t J..re·· ..,. ---

Sun8-"Y"visors C'lar lotte svill e 1 full time 1,000 
Police 

'I University 1 full tiille 1,000 
Police 

Telenhone C'larges Charlottesville -- 74-
Police 

II " University -- 214-
Police 

II " Sner'irf -- 127 

'I " FL"'"'e -- 84-I 

" II Rescue -- 126 

TOT.AL $11,l87:';i; 

:':FL~en f1JJ.l.ction as dispatchers. 

:':i:Excludes fi.ro-l!lerl' s salaries, miscellaneous costs associated wit.,. 
utilities, stationa..ry, building, etc., s:Ll.ce t'1e actual proportion of 
these costs as they relate to e.rnergency communications are margi~al 
w~~"1.:Ll. the total context of each agency. function. 
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- No change LT1 existing dispatch procedures. 

No relocation of personnel and equipme.T1t. 

No changes 111 acimi..-u.strative respo:nsibility &"1d accountability. 

No need for personnel traLTling. 

wDlication of equipment. 

Existing differ~"1g level? of se-~ice ~aintained. 

L'1.creased cost - approxilrately $4,000 Der month (see Table 6). 

- Greater accessibili~y. 

- No effective co-ordination. 

~J.arg~J.al space requirements. 

C. Al ternative #!l - 911 - Scecific DisDatc.~ 

Alternative #4 (Figure 11) proposes a 911 communications center 

i,vi. th Dolice and Ii """e disretchers [,-Jorking together in the sane ce.l1o:er but 

perfC)rmLl1g di T"fere.l1t functions. TI"1i s al tero.ative attemots to approxi.Tate 

a cor~olidated dispatc.~ and r~e it holds significant advantages for 

police agencies, it offers no advantage to the fire agencies. Tl'1e 

characteristics of t~is al te..Y'I1ative are: 

- Dispatches di"""ectly from 911 Center. 

- Requires explicit description of dispatch procedures. 

- Enables co-o~'1.ation of dispatch activities for police agencies . 
• 

- Need to re-10cate personnel 2-Tld equipme.T1t. 

Enables personnel savings ar.ong police agencies. 

- Reduces duplication of equipme.T1t. 

- Offers ir.rrproved grade of se-~ice. 

Expands need for perso~l1el traLl1ing. 

- Complicates a~istrative responsibility and accountability. 
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Table 6 

AlterD~tives #2 ~!d #3 - Systa~ Costs 

Ite.~ Number Average Mont.~ly Initial Costs 
Costs (approx. ) (approx. ) 

L""1conring li.nes 10 $ 505 '" 230 :;> 

Outgoing lines 13 100 250 

AcJn:i...'1istra ti ve 2 91 ~~o 

Telenhone boards 2 130 306 

?ersonnel 5 3,000 --
TaDe recorder~·: 1 -- ---

-

TOTP-.L -- $3,825 t:* $ 826 

:'~Existing equipment can be utili.zed. 

:':o':T'nese costs are in addition to t.'1e cost of the existing 3ysta~. 
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- Requires at least 5 additional fire dispatchers. 

- Increases cost significantly over .'~J.t<=-rna.tive #1 (see Table 7). 

D. Alte.."Y'T.ative #5 - 911 - ?olice Dis-catch 

Alternative #5 (Figure 12) proposes a police dis'Oatch wi"t.!'1 calls 

for I'J.:.C'e beil'1g t!'ansfered to the fire depar-cr.ne."1t and is essentially a vari-

at ion of Al ter!!ative #4. By eli..'11i.r-.ati.'1g fire from the dispatch function 

at "t.!1.e 911 Center, exis-cing Ii ~ persormel a...""'e rr.ore fully utilized ; n t..i-te 

:lresa"1t capaci 1:"j. This al ternati 'lie ~-Jas proposed to address "t.!1.e perceived 

:;:>roblern. envisioned by "t.!'1e Fi"'-'e Chief 1.."'1 allowing persormel other than 

f~e.1Jlen to dispatch I'rre emerge.l!cies. 'I'l-:.e characteris-cics of t!"l; s 

alte...YT'..al:ive are the SaJIle as those associated 'N"ith ~L\ltemative .,gLl. 
1/ •• EO~-Jever , 

it flL~1.er reduces: 

1. Tl"1e complexi:"y lJ.'1 acir.n::L .... list:!'ative responsl.bi1 ity and accountabilil.y, 
ar..d 

2. SigI"l..ificantly reduces operating cost as comoared ~vit1. Alte...'1""'TIative 
#4 (see Table 8). 

E. Alternative #6 - 911 - MultipUr'OOse Dis'Oatch 

Alte...'1""'TIative #6 (Fi~~ 13) proposes a complete, consolidated 

dispatch effort be"t'N"ee."1 police and Ii 7"e age."1cies. The characteristics of 

this alternative are "t.!'1e same as those associated wi.th Alte....'1""'TIative #5. 

However, fire agencies would be able to enjoy further advanl. ...... ages -t.'1...7"Qug.l1 

reduction in dispatch personnel. Given the volume of fire calls, it is 

anticipated t~t wit,1. a consolidated police dispa..l.~ch, the personnel recam-

mended for Alte...'1""'TIative #5 will be adequate to handle these calls, thereby 

eli.rni."1ati ng tl1e need for additional fire dispatch personnel. 'I'l1.e costs 

associated witl1 this alte...-rnative are basically the same as tUte.lnative #5 

iNi. th the addition of a status board. Figure 13 ; 11 usi:rates the routL"1e 

functions of dispatch as it is envisioned wi.-t.1. Alte...'1""'TIatives #4, 5, and 6. 
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Table 7 

Alternative #4 - System Costs 

Item l'-fumber Average ~1ontl"!.ly Initial Costs 
Costs (approx. ) (approx. ) 

Incoming lines 12 $ 505 $ 230 

Outgo:Llg li..11es 10 85 190 

AGrrrL "'1istrati ve lines 3 136.50 60 

Telephone oocrds 4 260 612 

:=?adio consoles + 4 -- 68,800 

StaDls waD ++ 4 -- 11,400 .. 

Te..~!2.l 
• . J. 1 eql.llpmenL:" -- --

Ta-ce recorder;l: 1 .~- --

Log recorders 4 -- .. -

Dispatch Der'sonnel ;':.,; 17 --

Se"=,etaxy 1 17,416 --

Administrator 1 --

Buildin cr1': 1: 1: -- -- --:::0 

TOTAL -- $18,402.50 $81,292 

year to allow for 

l':Existing equipment could be utilized. 

;1::':Personnel salaries were averaged at $11,000 per 
differences L! salcries and benefits,and assume 5 reid fireInen/ d .. i.sretchers . . -

;': 1:1: See Chapter VI. 

+Includes 7 dj .c::e:r'ent base stations -- transmitters and receivers l 3 Ir.onitor
ing charmels, head sets, log recorders , furniture. 

++Includes spot light kits, card -- Panel to activate lights. 
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Table 8 

AI t~rna.tive #5 - System Costs 

-~ 

Item Number Average Mont'1ly Initial Costs 
Costs (approx. ) (app.rox. ) 

L'1comi.:''l.g lines 
I 10 $ 505 $ 230 

Outgoing li."'1es 10 60 190 

Administ:::"ative 3 136 60 

TeleDhone boards 4 260 512 -

kdio consoles + 4- -- 68,300 

Status JTl.aDS++ 1 -- 11,400 

Tape recorders :'~ 1 -- --

I'~rmi.'1al eauiDmentl'~ 1 -- --

Log recorders 4 -- --

Dispatch personnel:'::': . r 12 --

Admini.strator 1 $12,833 --
Secretary 1 --

8uilding:'~i:i: -- -- --

TOTAL -- $13,794 $81)292 , 
.. ----".' . -

-",-

:'~Existi.'1g equipment could be utilized. 

**Personnel salaries were averaged at $11,000 per year to allow for 
('I; fferences iI1 salaries and be..l1efi ts, and it ~vas assuned there rN'ould 
be 5 paid f;~l'nen/dispatchers. 

:':i:i:See Chapter VI. 

+,++See Table 7. 
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V. SYSTEM DEVELOPME1'-IT 

In this chapter, 'Ne atte.rrrpt to estirrate call volumes, telephone l.L"1eS 

and personnel require.l!l.e..l1ts consistent r,vi 1:.:.1. certain design obj ecti ves. L1.eSe 

design objectives are: 

(a) To ensure that no mre tha.'"1 one. call in every hundred receive s 
a. busy signal durL!g the busiest hour. 

(b) To e.l1sure that less thal1 'ten Dercent .of all busy hour calls are 
answered rNi th dela.ys greater than ten seconds. 

The fiY'st objective e.l1sures adequa1:e syste.TJ.l capacity 'Nhile "t.1.e second 

ensures adequate person.l1el to :)rovide an l.J-rrproved level of service. 

A. ~affic _~~ysis 

'r,.1.e purpose of a t'affic analysis or call-v-olume sl:Udy 1.S to 

asce..Yl"ta i 11 the number of 1 ; nes and personnel required to ;>rovide a satis-

ractory grade of service. Tne t;::>rID J gr:3.de of service J is USed to defL"1e a 

probability ractor 'Nhic.r,. expresses the likelil-.ood of a person J s receiving 

a busy signal 'Nhen a particular number is di~led. Usually a P:Ol grade 

of sarvice .1.S deemed satisfactory. 'L1.is can be inte..~reted to mean t11at 

no more t.'1an one (1) call in eve...ry htmdred (100) is li.~ely to receive a 

busy signal during t.'1e busiest hour, 

caJ.l volLuJ.'!.e 1.:"1 a 911 cent·er is a ftmction of the popula1:ion 

which eXDresses the der.rand for emergency services. In addition, 

it 1.S a ftmction of t.'1e number and types of services offered. If 911 is 

consi:rued as an emergency number to be dialed only 'Nhen on-scene assista..T1ce 

is required, then the call vollJII1e at such a ce.l1ter can be reasonably approx-

iI!lated at one-t.'1ird (1/3) to one qU3.-rrter (1/4) of t:he existing call volume 

to the police agencies rNhich are likely to receive bei.\~7een 75 and 85 percent 

of the total calls. 
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1. Call Volume Esti.lJE.tion 

L~ an effort to estimate a realistic call volume for the 

C"1ar' lottesvillel A.lbe.rr.ar le aro....a, the followi-w'''1g factors 'Ner'e considered: 

(a) Population. 

(b) Proposed imple.rnentation daTe. 

(c) Grow1:h 1..T'l derrand for 36.-nnces. 

(d) Nuisance calls. 

(e) Se..nlices ; ncluded·. 

A traffic study conducted by CEN'l'.t.L (Cen-c-.C'al 'Telephone Company of 

ifi'('g~-uaJ for a t~ee-day period (Jtrle 17, 18, and 21, 1975) on incomi'-'1g 

c= lis to the e..rnerge.T'lcy numbers listed for Fi ~ , ?olice aT'ld ~escue duri Tlg 

~~e hours from 8 a.m. to 5 D.m. Lldicated t~at the busiest hour appear's 

to be bet-ween 9 a.T'ld 10 a.m., 'Nith abom: 20% of w"1e total volume (nine 

hours) occurring during that hour (see Figure 14). Tne total number of 

calls during t.'l.is hour was annroxii1Jately 84. These cn ll s i.~clude 

requests for on-scene assista.T'lce, Llfo~ation, reports, multiple calls 

on the same Llcident a~d calls for other age.~cies. The call distribution 

is nea.:r'ly un.iform at 64· calls per hour. 

The exist~lg population in t~e C'narlottesville/.!libeIIErle area :LS 

approximately 80,000. A..ssuming a call volume of 2.5 calls for 1, 000 

people w-it.."t1 25% occD-"Y"Ting dur~""1g the busiest hour, rNe [lB.ve a call volume 

of about 50 calls Der hour. By 1980, the estilJE.ted population [dill be 

approximately 86,000, therefore call volume (~-11 be appro~ately 54 calls. 

Assuming an additional 10% of t"t1e total calls dur~"1g the busiest hour is 

~"1cluded to account for nuisance calls, we have a busy hour call voluw~ of 

approximately S9 calls. Furt.."t1er, assuming an additional 10% (e.g. snOH 
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storms, power failures, etc.) ide have a c".ll volume of 65 calls per hour. 

TI~s call volume appears to be reasonable from a demand-for-service 

viewco:L.'"lt, and w-ill be used together wiw~ ot~er important factors such 

as the flatness of the call distribution (Fi?iJre 14) and ~he distdbution 

of calls after 5 p.m. for estirration of lines and cersormel. 

2. ~aauired Talechone Lines 

Tnere are basically DtJO L.ypes of i,.-;,coming coJ!il11t.1."'1i.cation li.JleS 

tCl a 911 center: di -rect lines al"1d Lande.'1l l:L."1es. Tl"lese lines ere necessar"J 

LO facilit3:te public access and se.....·,··,vice delivE:-ry. 

i/vi-:..'l (l-iV'\e.c"t l.i.'"les, the 911 ce..1"1ter iN'ould haVE to lease a number of 

1 ; 'les be~tJee..1"1 aac.'l CO (Ce..1"1tra.l Office) and t.:~e 911 ce..1"1ter. 'These l:L.'"les 

r,V'ould be designed "Co accept only 911 c;;ll S. L'"l the C'narlottesvillel 

Albe.TIErle area, there are eleven (11) central offices. This would mea.1"1 

that a minimum of 2 or 3 lines iN'ouldhave to be leased from eac.'l ce.rrtral 

office. Thus, some 33 l:L.'"les would be :c>eaui.red. It should be noted that 

; f" t"rr'ee ( 3) lines are rracle available i.1"1 one CO area, the.1"1 a Derson 1:'e-

quiring serv~ce i.1"1 that area has only t.:~e (3) 1 i nes available 

for reporting the emerge.1"1cy and not thi...r1:y-three ( 33) . The m:u.n advantage 

of us:L."1g direct 1 ines lies in the ability of the 911 center ODerator'S to 

ascertaL"1 the area from which t.:~e call originateS. 

[!Jith tande.'1l lines, t.:~e 911 center' iN'ould have to lease a number of 

lines between one CO and the 911 ce.1"1ter. These l.i.1"1es itJould not be dedicated, 

rather, they i,,'-"Quld be ca.r'r"'\Jing regular traffic. 'Thus, if t.:~ere are fiftee..1"1 

(15) inco~~ lines to t.:~e 911 center, a person requiring serv~ce anywhere 

in the City/Co1..:nt"'j r..rill have fifteen (15) lines available for use 1.:."1 

reporting the emergency. 
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The cost of providi.n.g direct lin.es is substantially greater t..'1.an 

t.."1at associated rNith tandem lil'1es by virtue of 'b'1e fact t.."lat they are 

more expe..11Sive, a gr=-....a.ter number of l.L~es requi....~d, and the cost of 

l..i.nes represe..1'1t a !!':ontJlly recu."I"T1.ng cost. 

We, therefore, reccmmend the use of tandem l.L~es. However, t..1.e use 

of direct 1; nes is reccmmended for areas iN'here t..1.e telephone excr.ange 

boundary dces not pe...-rm; t the use of tar..dem lines or i,vnere operatior..al 

efficieIlcy is 8.1'1chanced by the;"'" use. 

3 . Incorn:L""1g Lines Est::LT.ation 

Tn order to estii1E.te the number of incani.T1g ~~es requ.ired for 

t.iJ.e corrmunications center, the follow; 1"lg assumptions were i!1a.de: 

(a) Busy hour call volume is approxi..w.ately 65 calls ~ and 

Cb) Dispatch is made wbile c~11in.g ~j is on the line, so~ 
that total answer; 'lg CL'1'1d dispatch ti1l1e approximates average 
holding time. Eased on obse...~ations and interview-s, 'N'e 
est~ate t..'1is as 90 seconds. 

Queuing medels are generally e.rnployed to estiJrate t..':e nurnber of lines re-

quired suc.1'1 t.~t a particular gr'ade of se...~ice can be maintained. To 

esti.J--na.te t.'1e number of U.~es required to provide a P. 01 grade of service, 

t.'1e requirsnent is conve.L'ted into a deteIil1ined l1umber of hundred call-

seconds CCCS). 'rne formula for this ccmputation is [14J. 

CCS 
= (No. of busy hour calls) (Average call length 1-1'1 seconds) 

100 

P.:.aving calculated the CCS, t.'1is value w·as t..'1e..'1'1 input to a standard 

telephone i::ru:r1j( capacity table which lists the required rlurber of ili-es 

for a particular grade of se...~ce and a given CCS. This table [20J indi-

cates ti-tat for a CCS be~N'een 46.1 and 64.4, six l.L~es wuuld be 
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Table 9 

Total Incoming LLies 

DescriDtion 

Based on call volume aI1..alysis for t.'1e 
irrnnediate Char lottesville/Albe.T2.r' le 
area 

Greenwood exchar..ge 

Groww'1 and faul~y assumptions 
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Number of Li.r1es 

6 

2 

2 

10 

--, 
Type of L:LJ.es I 

Tande.m 

Direct 

Tandem 



Table 10 

Total Outgoing Lines 

Description Number Direct Tandem of Lines 

Nelson County 911 center .... 1 .; 

Fluvanna County 911 center 1 .; 

Green County 911 center * 1 .; 

Scottsville Fire Department 1 .; 

Buckingham Sheriff's Office 1 .; 

University of Virginia Hospital 2 .; 
(emergency room, psychiatric ward) 

Martha Jefferson Hospital 1 .; 
(emergency room) 

Charlottesville/Albemarle Rescue Squad 2 .; 

Charlottesville Fire Department 2 .; 

Charlottesville Police 1 .; 
---

University Police 1 .; 

County Sheriff 1 .; 

Administrative -. 3 ,j 

* As indicated in Chapter II, these lines may be eliminated with little 
performance lost as radio service will be available. Considerable cost 
savings will result and, as indicated in Chapter II this is recommended. 
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required to provide a P. 01 grade of service. The actual CCS computed frcm 

our assumptions 1.S 58.5. Thus, si."'{ lL.""1es 2I'-e an appropriate number u.J.d.er 

assumed conditions to L""1S1..lI'e t."mt no rr.ore t~ one of a hundred incoming 

calls receive a busy s~..2J. during the busiest hour . 

. ~ . Cutgoi..T?g L:L"'1es EstiIr.ation 

Outgo,j:1g .tines serve a variety of functions, dependL."1g priJ11.arily 

on t.""e ope:ratiJ1..g ci1..aracteristic$ aI'.d nurIlbe:r of agencies associated fN'ith 

t""e 911 ce.l1ter. Private or di-"ect lines are needed to i:r2l'lsfer callers 

to the appropriate jurisdiction in t.'le case of bounda-""'Y miSJIl.atch proble."'11S. 

Tnese lL."'1es are also r.ecess~J to access t""e various dispatch s~lices 

(depending on operati.onal me"t.':.cCs) and serve as a meaJ:"l..5 of coordinating 

the activities Or' va:rious jurisdictions in the case of corrmon emergencies. 

In addition, a number of adI:niJ1i strative lL."'1es l!U.lst be provided. A descrip-

tion of t.r"e type of outgoing li..71.es requ;""'ed for Alternative #5 or #6 is of 

particu.J.ar interest here. 

Direct lines connecting the 911 ce.l1ter and police ager.cies are recom-

mended to allow direct e.xcP.ange of telephone requests for emergency dispatch. 

Thus, an emergency call directed to a police agency could be switched to 

"t.'1e 911 center for o"t.""er dispatc.r" pt.IrpOses. To provide t.~; s capability, 

"t.'1e telephone company would need to mcdi.fy swi.tching equipnent in the police 

agencies. 

Additional swi tch.:L"'1g capability should also be installed to permit 

all emergency calls to be rerouted to the gil center at night, on i"ieekends, 

or at other times when police agencies have no available operators. 

B. Personnel Reauire.'T.ent Estmates 

The number of operators required for the 9ll systelIl depends to 

e. large extent on the same vwiables used m t.~e estiTl1.ation of incarni..r>..g lines, 
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but IT'Dre impoJ7'"LOntly on the functions and re$ponsibiJ..i ties of the 911 

operators. In estiJrat~"'1g perso:nnel r'eq1 d,""'ements, a que1..li..J."'1g IT'.cd.el ~vas 

employed. to dete...1'1Ili.ne t..~e ntnnber of dispatc:'1ers needed dur~"'1g the busiest 

hour such t.."1at no more t..~ 10 percent of the total c-=tils originating in 

the busiest hours r.-7ould be delayed IT'Dre "b~ 10 seconds. The formula for 

this computation utilizes "b~e fo11b~-Dg Poisson que~"'1g t..~eo~J equationC13]. 

?(>t) = 
), \.l 

n=~-lkL + 
f.. 71r n=O .. ' 

1 . e 
-(c - 'AI u)t/t 

a 

;.-7h8-~ P ( >t) = t.'1e probability of a 911 customer hav:i"'1g to r",-ai t longer t.'1a.n. 
time, t I rNi. t.r,. all dispatchers busy 

u = number of service completions iLl. busy £1.our 

c = number of dispatchers 

'A = n1JII1.Der of calls in the busy hour 

ta = average holding time 

Estimation of "b'llS equation indicates that 4 diS'patdl8-""'S r.rill be re-

quired dUI'JJ:g the busiest hour. This 2I".alysis -indicates i:1"at only 7.9 

perce..'1t (approximately 4- calls) r,.r.i l' be delayed greater t.1-}an 10 seconds 

and the average delay time for all calls will be 3.9 seconds Capproxir:nately 

1 ring) during t.'1e busiest hour US~"'1g 4 operator dispatc..h.ers. 

The operat"1'71.g personnel reqll';,...,ed depends on call volume distribution 

t:b.roughout the ent; ""'e day. Tra£fic s't-Lldies Drovided by CENTEL indicate the 
~ . 

C'nar lottE!sville Police Depa.."l"'i:rn.ent received an average of 7 2 calls betr..;ee..'1 

the hours of 5 p.m. and 8 a.m. on August 25 and 28. 'This is repro...sentative 

of DJPical call volume and approximates five calls per hour. Assuming the 

same call distribution for t.1-te ot..'1er police and fL.."'"'e age.'1cies, 1.-7e have 
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approximately 20 calls per hour necessitating no more than two personnel. 

Since Charlottesville Police call volume is by far greater than any other 

emergency service agency, it is clear w.at two personnel on duty at any 

given time should be fully adequate for any bu"t extreme disaster situations. 

Therefore , with three (3) eight hour srJ..fts, personnel requirements 

may be ccmputed for 4 on duty pers~:mnel from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Honday through 

Friday and two personnel on duty at all other tjmes. Smooth operation must 

be maintained seven (7) days a week on a i:TN~"1ty-four (24) hour basis. 

There are two dimensions to personnel requireinents: 

(a) The number of personnel necessitated by call volume, and 

(b) Tl'lB number of personnel necessitated by efficient manage
ment principles. 

We assume a 40-hour work week. The total dispatch people hours 

should be increased by 15% to 20% such that minimum dispatch force of 12 

people is required. Thus, on any particular day, 8 dispatchers will be 

required with 4- available for swing shifts, sick leave, vacation relief 

and other contingencies. 

In order to efficiently execute the functions of a 911 corrmunications 

system employing 12 dispatchers, a communications administrator position 

should be made available with a secretarial posi tioD. This brings the total 

employment force to 14 personnel. This is actually somewhat high due to 

the performance criteria which indicates that only 4 calls during the 

busiest hour will have a waiting time greater t.."rml four seconds. Also 

we are using a rather large call volume that wj~l probably not be realized. 

Thus 14 total personnel for a 911 center should be a very- ample number 

indeed. Particularly during initial start up of 911 service it would be 

beneficial to err on the side of too IDany personnel rather than too few, 

especially since start up difficulties and public acceptance requirements 

are so interrelated. 
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VI. SYSTEM EVALUATION 

In t."'1is chapter, i",e attempt to s1..IlITParize "b.~e costs and benefits asso-

ciated iNl."b.~ t~e al terT1.ati ves prese.,1J.ted. Source of funding together ~.ji"b.~ 

location considerations are discussed. 

A. Cost Benefit C01'IID<3r'isons 

1. Personnel 

?ersonnel requiremen-cs L'"1d.icated in Table 11 show that labor is "the 

single rrDst costly factor L1J. the establish~e.,1J.t of an emergency communications 

center. AI te.."l"'ll1ati ve #5 cos"cs approxi.m3.tely 812,833 'Jer rr.onth as cOITi9ared 

-::0 .-41 ternative #1, '",hich costs approx.iJl'ately $10,562 per month. Eowever, 

~t should be noted t.~at: 

(a) Average sala.ry assumed i.J."'1 Alternative #5 is $915hr.on"b.~ as 
opposed to S621irrDnth for lUternative #1. This hi~~er salary 
was based on a rQ~~istic number necess~J to ~tt1~act and 
rraintaL"'1 persormel of the calibre necessary for e..rnerge.,l1CY 
communications dispatch functions. 

(b) Tll.e total nUlIlber of dispatch personnel e.'!lployed lI1 Al terr'.a.ti ve 
#5 is 14 as opposed to 17 for Alternative ¥1. 

(c) The design capacity of ,.fI~terTl.ative #5 (14 personnel) i",as 
based on 1980 require.rne;nts Cl ikely iil1plernentation time). 
At such time, the total personnel force for Alternative #1, 
according to our est:irf1,ates, 'N"; 11 be betr",een 21 and 2 3 at 
a minimum. 

2. TeleDhone Costs 

In order to imple.rnent Alternative #5, an additional rront.uy 

telephone cost of approxirrately 81,000 w~ be required (see Table 11), 

the total rront.uy cost bei.ng $1,586. This cost lS relatively substantial 

but necess~ry L1J. Vlew of "b.~e fact "b.~at t~e exist~"'1g telephone communications 

system cannot be discontinued i..1I1lnediately. The various agencies rNill still 

retain t~eir respective members for administrative and possible emerge.,1J.cy 

functions. However, as the system becomes operational and ga~"'1s public 
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Table 11 

Summary of Estimated Costs for Alternatives 

Personnel, Dispatch Telephone Equipment 

pep month Equipment Building Initial Monthly 

$10,562 -- -- -- $ 625 

13,562 -- -- $ 826 1,450 

13,526 . -- -- 826 1,450 

17,416 80,200 -- 1,092 1,611 

12,833 80,200 -- 1,092 1,586 

12,833 80,200 -- 1,092 1,586 

Total 

Initial A'rmual 

-- $134,244 

$ 826 181,344 

826 181,344 

81,292 229,524 

81,292 173,228 

81,292 173,228 



acceptance, this cost can be reduced by at least 20 perce.l"lt. Ll assessmg 

t."1e benefits associated 'Ni th incu:r'!'ing t."1e additional cost , it should be 

noted that: 

(a) Alta.-rnative #5 presents a systenl r,li"ith inc.."""ea.sed capacity. 
Presal"ltly, the COilllty S'neriff I s telephone facilities are 
inadequate based on a traffic study conducted by Centel 
for t."1e three day period, Jillle 17, 18 and 21. 'This study 
indicates t."1at 2 additional lLl"les are reql'ired to orovide 
a P. 01 ~ade of se..~r.Lce ~-ihic..'1 should be accepted as a miJ.'"li.rrn.m1. 

(b) AI ternative #5 presal"lts a sys-ce.rn iN:it.1. new and i'IIproved 
features - call party hold, forced disconnect, conference 
calls, etc. 

3 . Radio EauiDJI1.ent Costs 

Field trips and consultations with radio cOrnmuDications exce..~s 

and consultants suggest t.1.at t."1e ~~sting radio c~Jication facilities at 

the various police agencies ca-rmot be easily adaDted to centr·alized dis-

patcliing. 1:"1is is due to t."le fact t.~t: 

(a) Tne existing equipment at police agencies are teo diversified 
and di££eroJlt to consolidate and ; nterface. 

(b) Equipment providing greater capability, flexibility and 
reliability can be acquired al1d would e.11hal"lce present operations. 

Also, exis1:mg police agencies , with ce.l1tralized or consolidated 

dispatc.~, '"ii-ll need some ability, 1.1dependent of the 911 system, to 

communicate with t..1.ei Y" respective field age.T1.ts. By keeping t."1e exis"ciLlg 

radio equipment intact, t.us capability iNill be preserved. 

file, therefore, recormnend that a new radio communications syste.rn be 

acquL"'""ed for use 1..." t.~e consolidated or ce.l1tral disDatc.~ center. Tne costs 

est~7ated for radio communication are based on General E1ect~ic Services 

2500 Command Control Consoles. 'rhese consoles provide a variety of features 

and options wnich are particularly appropriate for consolidat.ed dispatc..'1. 
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The actual cost of radio equipment lS based on: 

(i) The number of channels, 

(ii) The number of operating positions, 

(iii) The volume of calls, and 

(i v) Tne variety of special options. 

In our analysis of radio equipment costs, Tile include the cost of 

all other equipment associated with dispatching functions since potential 

funds are available for their acquisition. 

4. Source of Funds for Dispatching Equipment 

The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) often 

provides funding to communities establishing centralized or consolidated 

dispatch functions. These funds, however, are generally limited to the 

acquisition of radio and related dispatch equipment and do not provide 

for any operating or maintenance cost. The base of funding is 90 percent 

from LEAA, 5 percent from State and 5 percent from local.sources. 

In order to obtain these funds, the following procedure should be 

initiated: 

(a) The consolidated dispatch center project must be identified 
as a priority project in the Local Planning District 
Commission Plans. 

(b) This project must be incorporated into the State of Virginia's 
Comprehensive Plans. 

(c) A proposal must be submitted to Lt-:AA. requesting the required 
funds. 

If the City of Charlottesville, the University of Virginia, and 

Albemarle COunt)7 decide on a consolidated dispatch center (and fulfill 

requirements of the crime control act of 1973 for funCJ.ing) it is our recornmenda-

tion that funding :requests be roade.· Likelihood of funding may be enhanced by 
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the fact t.'la.t this coJIllIl1..U1i.ty will be the first in the State of iJirginia 

to de.T.Onstratf.l consolidated dispatch beuN'een city and county. 

B. Lccation Considerations 

The space requi.re.TI1.eIlts for an emergency communications center 

vary w"i. t..'1 the functions and purposes for ,Nhich the center is intended. 

For example, Alte-"Y'!'.atives #2 and #"3 require considerably less SDace than 

lUte-"Y112.tives #4 and #5. 

'1';_y7"l"\,-_i '"'.::ll s"l""\. 0.-C"'_ ~_ .. Cl.'. " ; • "("'I",,-"'Q""":1:' <:: [, 1J. ] -,~o""" 1\ 1 .... 1.. "'-"'at..!..': '/es -'.1._'" 0""" -rr" 5 are' '1.1 '-""-'- ~ ,'=_ ............ -:.L=>. _ """ '. _ J.. .""\..1.. . ....l..J.. ' ,,'+.10 _" 

ADProX. .~a (sa. ft.) 

· 911 Operators 

AdmLDistrator's Reom (office a~d confera~ce) 

· Rest and Loc.~er Rooms 

· Operations Store Room 

Equipment - tape recorder, te-Y'ffiinal, logging 
records, etc. 

· Telephone company equip~~t 

· Eeating and air-conditio~lg reom 

· Generator Room 

· Miscellaneous Space 

220 

400 

100 

200 

60 

150 

70 

100 

100 

1,400 sq . 

Our study has not ~lcluded independa~t analysis of detailed space 

needs, but we believe that the total area is adequate for purposes of 

t.'le i.~vestigation. LT1 evaluati."'1g potential locations for an e.rnergency 

cOrnrIl1..lI1ication center, "t.'1e foJ~owing considerations 'Nould appear to be 

particularly i.rnpJrtant: 

· The existence of adequate space for expansion. 

· The accessibility of the location. 
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The attitudes 9f responding agencies to specific locations. 

• The cost of constructing a new facility or renovating an existing 
one . 

• Long-range plans for future construction investments. 

1. AI ternati ve A - Constructing a New Facility 

The cost of constructing a new facility typically ranges betyleen 

$ 36 and $40 per square foot;';. This cost does not include utility and 

telephone connections, equipment, furniture, land, etc. A new facility for 

the purpose of emergency commmications would be appealing: 

(a) If the City of Charlottesville or Albemarle County has 

immediate or intermediate plans for construction investments; and 

(b) If the concept of an EOC (Emergency Operations Center) 

is appealing. 

An CJr£:,::gency operations center is basically a facility which provides 
" 

adequate space, equipment and special features to protect, mobilize and 

co-ordinate resources in cases of national and local disasters. As such, 

the center requires emergency power, emergency water supply, protection 

against radiological fallout for at least 100 persons, heavy security, 

living accommodations and other special features as described in Appendix 

I. Fifty (50) percent of the cost for constructing an EOC is 

generally borne by the Federal Government. These costs range from $50 to 

$58 per square foot [15J. This could mean that the cost to the City, County 

and University would range fran $25 to $28 per square foot. 

The University Police Deparbnent is presently in the process of 

expanding their operations and have sizable commitments for new construction. 

~';This is sanewhat higher than existing prices in the Charlottesville area 
for basic construction, but nonetheless, realistic for planning purposes. 
These are our best estimates of likely minimum costs around 1980. 
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However, to obtain l1'atchiJ1g federal funding for communications, the title 

to the facility must be owned by the City or County. .AJ.ternatively, 

federal fUJ."1ding could be provided l..!"1 1:.:.'1e event D'1at the facility [",oj 1 1 be 

used as a regional E. O. C. 

Snould t~is alta."r"!lative be ai:i:ractive, federal funds are available 

for f""asibili ty BJ."1d cost studies.. Requests can be l1'ade th-roug.l1 the Office 

of 1:.:.'1e Elnergency Se..YlVices Co-ordi.:.'1ator i.:."1 the City. The space 

requireme.Tl.ts for such a center are considerably greater t:'1an t.'1ose provided 

here and a rea.so:nable approxii1E.tion of t.'1e County and Ci ~y I s cost in such 

a veI1ture rN'ould probably be a figure in excess of $200 ,000 based on a 

reDort by ~onny itJ. I;ower, Civil DefaTlse Co-ordi.:."1ator [15]. 

2 . iU ta.rnati ve 3 - Conversion of an Existing 8uildi.:."1g 

The cost of renovating an existing rac; 1 i ty to house e.rr:ergency 

comrrrunication operations ranges from about 20 to 90 pe..Y'C6.Tl.t of the cost 

of const'lict; ng a new facili t-j . 'TILe exact perc6.Tl.tage depe.Tl.ds on t:he 

exist; ng facility 2.!1 terms of st:ructure, lay-out, utili ties available, 

demolition require.~ents, etc. 

In estirrating the space rsquireme.Tlts for e.w.~ge.Tlcy cornrrn.mications, we 

have allowed some 400 square feet for use L"1 D'1e event of local or national 

disasters. DeDendino- on the alternative selected, however, spatial _ 0 

require.~ents and cost of r6.Tlovating way be negligible or considerable. 

For example, Syst:em Alternative #2, described i.:."1 Chapter Dl, requires 

only about 100 square feet to accommodate opers:tors and equipme.Tlt rtJiD'1 

OD'1er support space bei.:."1g provided in the existing buildi.:."1g. Al ta."r"!lati ve 

#5, on t.1-te other hand, requires minimum specifications of 1,400 square 

feet. 
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(a) Option 1. Conversion of Charlotte..3ville Police Deparrtment 
Basement. 

The conversion of a basement would involve a greater capital 

outlay than, say, the conversion of a few offices. The basement of the 

Charlottesville Police Department is large enough to house the emergency 

corrnnunications operations and meet the special requirements of even an 

EOC. 

The cost of conversion, assuming 50% of the cc>~t of constructing 

1,400 square feet, lies in the vicinityr of $25,000 to $28,000. Use of this 

location for emergency corrnnunications would facilitate: 

· A gradual upgrading of l~orrnnunications facility to an EOC 
facility should this be desirable in the futu:i:'e. 

• A great degree of security. 

• Easy accessibility (City, County, University) 

• A lIback-upll personnel force in the case of disaster or unforeseen 
overloads on the system. 

• Confidence and trust among agencies (officials) ';-lith respect to 
location. 

(b) Option 2. Conversion of any City or County Building. 

The cost of convertjng an existing building to house emergency 

corrnnunication operations would be relatively cheaper than conversion of 

the police basement, and should be examined in the event that the City or 

County is presently underutilizing any of its existing facility resources, 

for example,the City Courthouse Building. 

It is suggested that a construction Drm be engaged to provide compa-

rative cost anBlyses for the conversion of three or four such facilities. 

However, such cO~lI'ative analyses should be judiciously weighed against 

the speci~ advantages related to accessibility, security, the EOC 

concept, etc. 
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\fII. DECISION c'fP...l<ING 

L~ t~s chanter we draw together the analyses and ideas Lhat have 

jeen presented thus rar. 

Cecision-w~'1g in D~e public sector is a complex process for ~wo 

reasons: firs"t, many public decisions i.nvolve capital investment, and 

second, Lhe Drccess has many participants whose support &'1d ~vhose 

substa..."'1-cive contributions are needed. 

Eigure 15 shows a :Lighly sL~plified sket~~ of policy and decision-

:TI.aki.'1g roles and of the types of "actors lf :dho play t..~em. A decision 

process may aC~Jally be L'1itia"ted by any of the ~.ajor actors (ci-cizens, 

a.dminist'ators, cr legislators) idho perceive needs ; n the society. 

2owever, to describe the process, we can assume tr~t citizens have felt 

needs which they express, openly, and usua2.1y to officials r,,,i. th 'dhom they 

have db:'ec-c contact. Here, r,ve postulate that direct con"tact :dith 

admi..n.is"trati.ve agenci.es provides a ready c..i-jarnel for expressi.'1g the felt 

needs. ':':'1e preble.'ll may be described in highly a...rticulate iNays or i"t may 

be extremely vague. 

The decision Dr0Cess moves ahead as the agency shar?ens issues r£Om 

citizen expressions and translates expressed needs ~'1to alternative 

courses of action in accord with the expressed needs, variables over 

idhich the society has some control, and the invariable constrai.~ts. 

~.gency mandates requJ.re practical proPJsals i~7hich are :L.i accord with 

social , political, economic and physical envi ror1Jnents . iNnen several 

agencles are involved :L.'1 a decision, their different perceptions of the 

situation must be credited so the decision most nearly addresses the 
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community needs. If, in addition, the decision requires increased 

operating interactions among the agencies, a high level of cooperation 

and mutual support must be achieved during the decision process. 

In our postulated structure, the agency administrators play a 

major role as they choose an appropriate course of action for recom-

mendat)on to the elected legislative bodies. We postulate that they 

produce a viable recommendation that is suitably drawn for enactment by 

the legislative bodies. In a small municipal setting, this postulation 

is appropriate because legislators have no technical staff other than 

their agency chiefs. We postulate that the agency chiefs, working to-

gether, can address the technical and operational issues, and that they 

can largely anticipate the political issues that must be addressed. 

In this postulation, the legislators are responsible for responding 

to the recommended courses of action. In the simplest case, this task 

is one of II implementing" the recommendations by enacting legiSlation and 

appropriating funds. In the actual case, this oversimplified view of 

legislative roles is characterized by a process of review, modification 

and adaptation that is as complex as is that of agency chiefs. Nevertheless, 

their main role is one of review, perfection, and enactment, as contrasted 

to the role of generating recommendations and programs. Ultimately, the 

actions of legislators are subject to the scrutiny of citizens, both during 

deliberations over legislation (i.e., public hearings) and in the general 

tone of government (i.e., future elections). In this sense, the citizens 

are ultimate decision-makers through their expressions of satisfaction 

or dissatisfaction. 
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A.5 shown in Figure IS, the role of t.:~e analyst lS to facilitate the 

work of agency chiefs as they develop a proposal for the legislative 

bodies. '~1.e analyst assists by drawirlg from an array of tools and 

techniques such as cost benefit analysis, decision analysis 

and t.:~e like. 'The analysts I obj ecti ve is to present a rational fremerNork 

in 'Nhich each pa..~icipant can describe h.i.s or her values to other pa..""r""(i-

ciDants ;..1'1 order 1:0 ascert:::lin magni"tuc.e of disagree.TI1.ent on sDeci ~ic 

l-:e..1IlS. Various tools and techniques can be used to evaluate both quanti-

tative aT1d qUali-:ative problem ele.T.ents to help facilitate the decision-

Drocess. 

The analysL:s are not decision-maJ<ers. Their task is to reflect 

ba~~ the views of many actors L'1 a consensus-develop~T11: sett~'1g. 

L'1 conduct"; T1g this ST.lGy, 'Ne have attenTDted to use a metjodology 

designed 1:0 offer a model for comrnuni~y decision wBking precesses ~T1d even 

though this study has itselF involvec only a limited number of actors 

(analysts, agency officials, administrators) , it represents a necessa.."'''j 

link in the total community decision-making process as to whethe:J:i an 

aTLergency communications system should be iTLple.T.ented, aT1d if implaT~nted, 

what safeguards are needed to assure the necessa..Y"'j support to achieve 

stated objectives. 

A. The recision Problem 

TI1.e logical sta..~;ng point for any decision process is at the 

obj ecti ve ste-p. Hopefully, decisions will enable the realization of 

some specific objectives. However, iT1variably, objectives are in conflict 

w"ith eac.l-J. other. Some rna.y be perceived as beLT1g Irore important than 
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othe.!"s. Tndeed, some may 'Nell be unattainable '~7ithin t:he existing 

political, social and economic environments. ~~e decision ?roble.~ way 

be stated as follows: 

"How dces a group of legislators and decision-makers choose 

a common course of action within the existing social, 

econo~c and political envi-~~ment:s ~i order ~o best achieve 

a set of stated objecti'les?" 

3. T11teroreti ve Structural ~/b~.eling alid :tIlorth Assessment 

L11ter'pr'etive structural mcdeliii.g is a tec..~"1i.que for develop; n..g 

a :"1~ erc.rchy of ele.'11.ents by means 'of scme contextual relat:ionshi.p [bo) loS].. 

It C~i be used =01' examole to answer ~elated questions a~ong the problem 

definition, value systern design and system synthesis elernents LT1 a proble.rn.. 

Worth asse~Jment, on the other hand, is a fOrITal procedure for deterro~i-

lng preferences among alternatives t.Jnen these alternatives must satisfy 

a varieLY of objectives. Worth scores are dete~ied for a~ibut:es cf 

an al terna-ci ve or consequence. These are combi.:'1ed to Droduce dJ.i overall 

'~iorth score for each al ternati ve. Worth assessment was accomplished 

tl"lrougl1 the following specific activities: 

(a) Zach agency official was requested to review his or her 
agency's operation to identi ry cr.a:!:'acteristics of t:b..at 
operation 'Nhich would be sensi ti ve to changes ; n the 
emergency communication system. 

(b) These concerns 'Nere then shared. ~"i th other agency e>fficials 
in open meeti ngs 2..11d (N"i. th the study "'::eam iIl interviews. 

(c) Each age.rJ.cy official waS then glven the opportuiTILY to 
eXamL'1e L'1teractions of eac..~ agency with others in 
order to establish a corrrrmmrcy perspec-ci ve on adequacy 
and needs of present operating syste.~, and 
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Cd) Each agency official was requested to review the probable en
hancing and inhibiting impacts of" a centralized communica
tions system on existing agency operations. This task lTI

volved two stages: 

Ci) Review of alternative modes of operation, and 

Cii) Review of initial plans developed by the study 
team based on first-round responses. 

Intrepretative structural modeling and worth assessment can be 

divided into the following major activities for policy analysis purposes 

and follows the general procedure outlined by Farris and Sage [17J. 

1. List the Overall Perforwance Objectives 

Performance objectives must be established which are ml1tually 

exclusive so that no object.ive encompasses Cdefinitionally) any other 

objective. These objectives should also be worth independerlt so that 

the decision-maker is willing to trade partial satisfaction of one 

objective for reduced satisfaction of another without regard for the 

level attained by either. This task was accomplished through several 

personal meetings, discussions and presentations with. the Project 

Review Committee. 

List of Overall Performance Objectives 

1. To meet national objective ofa single emergency number. 

2. To facilitate easy citizen access. 

3. To co-ordinate existing resources. 

4. To provide service at a reasonable cost .. 

5. To improve the level of service. 

6. To lrnprove emergency communications and administration of 
services. C Implies savings in life and property). 

7. To enable coin-free dialing. 

8. To maintain the authority of the responding agencies. 
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9. To rnd-~ze disruption of existL~g services. 

10. To reduce cOD£usion L~ not~~ing appropriate agenc~es. 

11. To provide for growth LD emergency c~~ications requir~~ents. 

2 • Construct a Hierarchy of Perforrrance Criteria 

Hav~~g developed a list of performance objectives and corre-

spondL~g attributes, it is necessary to develop a tree-~e hierCL~hy 

L~dical:i ng the various levels of il~..-ortance among obj ectives. Tnis 

:li.erarchy is i.Dl:ended to provide decision-fTlakers (tJi th a conscious, 

well-defined and easily articulated form for evaluating ~~e decision 

?roble.~. LJ:t:erpretative snuc"tura.l model ; ng utilizi ng the conte."rt'..rral 

relation, 

lithe lO~ler level objective is L~tended by, i.~cluded 'Nithin the 

meaning of, or an iIltegral Dart of th.e higher level objective" 

rtJas the relation used by the researdl team 'co develoo Figure 16. 

3. Select Aoorooriate Physical Performance Measures 

P~ving declared a hierarchy, it is necessarj to establish 

SOIT~ physical ~~acteristics of perfo~ance. Figl.lre 17 describes 

these performance characteristics where ewE may be ~Dter~reted as a 

di~ect worth estiwate. 

4. Define the Relationshio Between Low Level Criter~on aDd Physical 
----~--~------~~--------~?----- ' Performallce Measures 

It is nOrN necessary to specify worth relati.onships for lo~v 

level criteria. This met"rlcd of assessil"1g rNO~~ is termed a 

scorl11g function. By utiliz';ng the following simple rules l members of 

t~e Project Review Commi~~ee were instructed to use their ~~tuition, 
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ex~erlence and judgement to assign scores to each criterion. These 

rules are: 

(a) A set is defined to be a qollection of elements which 
lead directly to a higher level element. 

(b) The total score for each set is 1. 

(c) A number between 0 and 1 is assigned to each element 
composing a set. 

(d) This assignment is based on: 

(i) Whether two or more objectives/criteria /measures 
are assessed as providing the same or different 
utility in addressing the problem, and 

(ii) 1Nhether two or more Objectives/criterion/measures 
are assessed as providing more or less utility in 
addressing the problem. 

This assignment of values was done·independently by each member of the 

Project Review Committee in a two-stage process. In the first stage, 

members prepared responses in a group-training session. In the second 

stage, members completed their assignments during interviews with 

members of the analysis team. 

5. Establish Relative Importance Among the Performance 
Characteristics or Measures 

Each performance characteristic or measure must now be scored 

on a comparative basis utilizing the procedure developed in step 4 above. 

This was accomplished by the Committee. Figure 17 shows a typical result. 

6. Adjustment and Effective ~I]eights 

Having completed the five steps listed, the appropriate weights 

in the hierarchy are then multiplied together to represent an effective 

weight for each lower level criterion. Often these weights are then 

adjusted to reflect the degree of confidence placed on the perforwance 
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measures. This adj ustment was not used here. The results are 1..:.'1dicated 

m Table 12. 

7. Assigr:. Direct i,..jorth Scores for Alternatives 

Alternatives are now compared to ascertain their 11'North!l or 

value 1..:.'1 accomplishi..'1g "b."1e stated criterion measure by possession of the 

assessed attributes. tvIernbers of the Proj eC1: Review Cornmi nee were 

requesTed to ~se the;~ i..:.'1dividual evaluations ~ogether with ~he quantative 

i.'1.foTIP.ation ?r'Ovided L'1 Table 13 to i 1'1dividually assign scores for eac.1;. 

al-:er'!'lative. ':1-:.e results of one assign.'!I1.e!lt are indicaTed in:'able 14. 

Typical questions enabl i ng such eValuations aIle. comparisons 'Nere: 

(aJ To wb.at eXTent ,Nill each alternative t~'Y"()ugh a public 
education program enable easier citizen access. 

(b) To ~.J'hat extent does each alternative cmnear to be less 
burdensome in managemenT and operaTions~ 

(c) To (Nhat exte...l1t does each alterr1ative require extensive 
and specialized train i ng . 

(d) To what eXTent does personnel incre~se or decrease 
associated wi.th each other value affect your choice. 

(e) To wb.at extent does fixed and operating costs for 
each alterT1ative affect your c.~oice. 

8 . Assign Total ItJorth Scores 

Total scores were then assigned for each alternative by mul1:i-

1)lyi ng "b."1e individual adjustment weights by direct 'North scores and 

summing to obtai.T'l the 'North of a given alternative. Table lS 1..:.'1dicates 

the final total 'North scores obtai..:.'1ed by one me.'Ilber of the Project 

Review Committee. 
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Table 12 

Effective Weights for One Individual 

Attribute 

Education Program 

Pay Phone Conversion 

Single Number 

Personnel Savings 

Fixed Cost 

Operating CO'st 

Organizational Structure 

Recruitment and Training 

Standard Operating Proc~dures 

Implementation of System as 
Presented 

7-Digit phased to 911 

Design Capacity 

Probable Max Sustained Overload 
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.12 

.20 

.08 

.18 

.024 

.096 

.0612 

.0594 

.0594 

.054 

.006 

.048 

.012 



TabJe 13 
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-------------------
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Table 14 

One Individual's Assignment of Worth Scores 

Alternatives 

Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Education Program .4 .8 1 1 1 1 

Pay Phone Conversion 0 .7 1 1 1 1 

Single Number 0 .7 1 1 1 1 

Personnel Savings 0 0 0 .2 .8 1 

Fixed Cost - .4 .4 .9 .5 .7 

Operating Cost - .4 .4 .9 .5 .8 

Organizational Structure - .9 .9 .3 .5 .7 

Recrui iJnent and Training - .9 .9 .2 .4 .6 

Standard Operating Procedure - .9 .9 .3 .4 .5 

Implementation of System as 
Presented - 1 1 1 1 1 

7-Digit Phased to 911 - - - - - -

Design Capacity 0 1 1 .9 .9 .9 

Probable Max. Sustained 
Capacity - .9 .9 .8 .8 .8 
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Table 15 

Final Assigned Project f,vorth Scores for One Lll.dividual 

Alternatives 

Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Education Progr'an 1·048 1 
.096 1·120 1·120. 1·120 1·12~ 

?ay Phone Conversion I 0 .14 .200 1. 200 1. 200 1.2~~ 
i·OBo. Single I I .56 

I 

1. 080 ~rumber 0 .080 j.080 

Easy Access ,.048 1 .301 1·400 1.400 1.400 '4~ 
Personnel Savings 0 0 0 .036 1.11-+4- '.130 I 

Fixed Cost 0 , .0096 .0096 .022.6 .012 1 ~~)168 I 
Operatir.g Cost 0 .0384 .03841·08641·048.1'J768 

Organ,izational StrucDJr'e - 1 .05511·05S1 .018w. .02451.0428 

Rec:'Ui tr.ent and Tra i n.LJ.g I - I .0535 .0.535 .0.119 I. o.~. 0356 I 
I ' 

Standard Operatill.g ~cedure I - .0535 .05351.01781.0238.0297 

L~la~entation of System as 
.o.54hk 

I 
Presented - .054 .054 

7-Digit Phased to 911 --I - 1-- - -

Cesign Capacii..y - I .048 .048 .04321.0432,.0432 

Probable t1ax Sus-tained Capacity I - I .0108 .0108 1.0096 .0096 .0096 

Level of Service I - I .323 '.323 .299 .383 .488 

TaTfI,L SCORE I - .624 '.723 .699 .783 1. 888 
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c. Results of Worth Assessment .~nalysis 

Each member of the Project Review Committee conducted a worth 

assessment analysis. However, the total scores for each alternative were 

not directly comparable since each participant was allowed to ignore any 

criteria which appeared to be relatively unimportant to him or her in 

the evaluation and decision process. We converted each assessment to 

percentage points in order to facilitate comparison and evaluation. 

This was accomplished by assigning 100 percent to the alternative which 

received the highest score and representing the scores for the other 

alternatives in the form of a percentage based on that score. 

Table 16 shows the total worth scores for each alternative as 

assigned by agency officials and indicates that alternative 5, 911 with 

coordinated police dispatch,is cornmon to each group and ranks either first 

or second. 

D. Group Choice Related to Alternative 5 and next Ranked Alternative 

(a) Police: Alternative 5 was preferred over alternative 6 
by 5. 5 points. However, in our opinion, al terna
tive 6 does not compromise any police operational 
advantages to be derived from Alternative 5. 
Nonetheless, wi. th al ternati ve 6, a variety of 
safeguards to assure full service to fire and 
rescue will be needed . Alternative 5 can be 
phased into alternative 6 without the necessity 
for additional hardware and system features. 

(b) Fire: Alternative 5 was preferred over alternative 3 
by 8. 9 points. 

(c) Others: Alternative 3 was preferred by 11. 2 points over 
alternative s. However, these participants 
exclude fire and police agencies and with the 
exception of rescue do not provide a direct 
service T'esponse function. It would appear that 
they are indifferent to the dispatch altematives, 
4, 5, and 6, placing maximum importance on 
accessibility. It should be noted, however, that 
alternative 5 provides the same level of accessi
bility as that provided by alternative 3. 
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Table 16 

Total Worth Scores ,~sigD.ed by Aga~cy Officials 

I 
I 

I Responding 
Agencies Agencies 

J Aggre- ?olice, Fi "Y"'e 
.~J:"Cerna""Cives -~ .Po1i2.e Fl V'le -ICthers 1- gate ?esc'..le 

#1 I 
I 

I I --

I 
-- -- I -- --

#2 ao.o 85.8 I 68.8 31. 8 91. 2 

#3 86.2 91.1 100.0 100.0 98 .1 

:f!J. 
,J 91.1 34.3 88.7 93.1 92.4-

#5 94.5 100.0 88.8 98.9 100.0 I 

I 
#6 100.0 85.7 81. 3 31. 5 97.6 

Group P-ar .. kirlgs ,.. 
::, , 4- '" 3, 2 3, 5, 4 '"' 5, !J. 5, 3, 6 0, ,J , .j , 

Diff erer.ce Between 
1st and 2nd C'10lCeS ,.. r 8.9 11. 2 1.1 I 1.9 ,J.,J 

I I 
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E. Major Factor in ~~ing 

This sLTlgle most important factor LTl the evaluation of 

alternatives from the viewpoint of worth assessment is PERCEIVED AD1RORITY 

OF AGENCIES - organizational structure, standard operating procedures and 

recruitment and training. 

F. Recommendation 

In the view of the researchers 5 Alternative 6 could offer the 

greatest long-range potential benefits in terms of cost. It offers no 

additional advantages in other factors related to level of service and 

to accessibility over Alternative 5. Its greatest disadvantage at the 

present time lies in its perceived complexity of management with respect 

to preserving authority of agencies. 

We, therefore, recommend that Alternative 5 is the most beneficial 

system at this time. 

This alternative, however, should be viewed as a demonstration 

system which hopefully would clarify the perceived complexities of 

management and,perhaps, facilitate acceptance and confidence over time 

in a system as presented in Alternative 6. Should such a situation 

arise, then a policy decision can be made to convert to Alternative 6 

with a minimum of additional cost. 
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liIII. PlAN1IDIG FOR ACITON 

This &.apteJ:'l attempts to address some pla,nnirl.g for action q1' .oJ cioI".5 

associated wi t.'1. t.~e establishment of an eme.rgency cammtmi.cations centeJ:'l. 

These discussions are addressed L~ the context of alternative 5 - Police 

dispatc..'1 whic..'1 envisages a central 9il conmunications ce..~teI'l acceptl.."1g 

emergency service requests for police (City, Couni:"j and University), fire 

and rescue; dispatdu...'1g all police agencies and transferrin.g all fire and 

rescue request for sE-~ice. 

A. Management and Crg2.J1.ization 

Any system, regardless of t.~e technology uTi 1 i 7.ed and resou..-rces al-

located, req"i "'es proper m:mage.l1lel"lt pri.."1ciples and prccedures. Sizlce this 

system requ.ires the support and co-operation of w.any ager:.cies, it is clear 

tr.at eac..'1 agency must r.ave same input 1.."1to its managernent. It is also clear 

th::lt each agency cannot manage and control the system if it is to serve all 

staker.olders . 

System lIEI'.agement J.S naturally Lr1.IJ.uenced by t.~e methcd of operation. 

Table 17 provides t'h.e recommended operational met.'h.od. 

Figure 18 illustrates the recOIil11.ended JIl.a.I".agement struct1.Jre for the , 

proposed canmu.~cations centeI'l and was developed. from consultations r..n. th 

the various agencies actually involved 1.."1 delivery of emergency sel""rices. 

It is a system managed and operated by a f!.ew department or entity comprising 

representatives of t.~e Couni:"j, City and University. This has the decided advan-

tage of a j oi..~t ve.~ture. This !I1.anagement structtrce visua..lizes a j Ol...'1t City, 

County and University venture operated and managed 1..."1 a manner similar to other 

j Ol.."1t vent'ure existing i..'1 t.~e Corrnnmi ty (e. g. J oi..~t SeC1...l:r'i ty Complex, P-..irport, 
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Table 17 

Recommended Method Of Operation 

TYPE OF OPERATION AGENCIES ThNOLVED TYPE OF C01'lMUNICATION AND 
EQUIPMENT 

Direct Dispatch Police - Radio Communications 
University,Sheriff Between Dispatchers 

City and Mobile Units 

- Communication Consoles 

- Wall Map Display and 
Vehicle Status System 

- Tape Recording System 

- Computer Terminal 

Transfers Rescue Squad - Telephone Hot Lines 
Fire, Other Dispatch 

Agencies 

Referral Non-Emergency - List of Appropriate 
Calls Numbers for Referral 
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CITY 
C01.J1-rCIL 

CpU1·lTY 
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

lJ1-ITVERSITY 
BO.A..RD OF ITISITORS 

/ 
B0,A.RD OF !lDEC:::CRS / 

COMMtJ1-fIC.~TIONS 
.L\l)MINISTRATOR 

911 SUPERVISOR 

911 OPERATORS 

Figure 18 Recommended Mar~~ema~t Structure For Communications Center -
Alternative #5 
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Library, etc.) For such a venture to be successful in administering ·the 

delivery of emergency services we recommend: 

1. The communications center should be organized as a completely 
distinct agency independent of Police, Fire, Rescue, etc., and 

2. A Board of Directors should be established. Such a board should 
include at a minimum: 

- Police Chief (Charlottesville) 
- Sheriff (Albemarle) 
- Police Chief (University) 
- Fire Chief (Charlottesville) 
- Representative (Jefferson Country Firemen's Association) 
- Representative (Rescue Squad) 
- *2 Represa~tatives (Citizens Interest Groups) 

B. Personnel Training and Recruiting 

Consolidated dispatch requires personnel with a specific level of 

training and ability. Such personnel are often classified as 'commuIlica-

tions specialists. There are many important considerations in recruiting 

and training personnel which must be addressed by agency officials involved 

in a consolidated dispatch effort. Some of these considerations have emerged 

during our study and are cited below: 

Transition from existing system to recommended system. 

- Use of existing personnel. 
- Additional training requir'ements. 
- Classification of personnel. 

Functions of Communications Administrator. 

- Recruiting and training. 
Planning and noni toring . 

- Records and Budget. 
- Co-ordinating and maintaining operating procedures. 

*(or 1 representative from Scottsville's Rescue Squad and 1 citizen) 

-,' 
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Career opportunities for advancement. 

- Salaries. 
Relationship to other public service positions. 
Seniori~J ar-d methods of prcmotion. 

Tra.i.ning . 

- Use of taped messages. 
- Classroom instructior~. 
- Operations manual. 

Rotat; 'T1g dispatc..r" f'Jl1ctions cei:".-iee..T'l ager..cies prior to system imple
mentation. 

C. Standard Operati..'1g Prccedures 

Sta.T'ldard operati..P.g prcced'\..lI'es should be designed jointlY ~07ith all 

agencies eit.l1er directly or indi..rectly i..ivolved wit..'l. diSP2:tc..1"),; 

- ?olice (University, City, County) 
- F i:ce ( City, County) 
- Rescue ( City and County) 
- Emergency services 

These procedures slfuuld be of trtlO types - GENEP .. ~ Al-ID SPECIFIC 

General Procedures should Liclude: 

- Answering phones 
- Receiving police emergency calls 
- Obt~.g ;~ormation 
- Releasing and refe...1'"Ti..P.g :L.ifom.ation 
- Receiving and referTL.'"lg fire calls 
- Receiving ar-d ref~ing rescue calls 
- P..a.dio dispatch prccedures 
- Other 

Specific proced'\..lI'eS should include: 

- Accide.T'lt reporting and dispatching 
- Spec; fic cri.rnes - tomb t..~eats, burglary LT'l progress, etc. 

Other 

D. Status and Location ~10:ni tor:L~ 

In order to rraintain and improve the existi..P.g level of service pro-

vided by responding 2.gencies, procedures need to be developed for monitoring 
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the status of all units dispatched from the center. One possible method is 

suggested as an example of the type of plan needed: 

• Officers in charge of location assignments report these assignments 
to 911 communications center personnel at the commencement of daily 
operations. 

• Personnel in the field or responding units report their location directly 
to the 911 communication center at the commencement of daily operations. 
This would S~~6 as a check to ensure, to the w~ extent possible, 
that assignments are not misunderstood. 

• In the event that dispatch is initiated directly by Police agencies 
rather than by the center, the 911 center should be notified concerning 
the number of units and their location in order that the status board 
may be updated. 

• Continuous dual recording of all radio and telephone connections 
with instantaneous playback capability would enable an evaluation of 
the communications center! s performance and the ability to double 
check information. 

E. Records Accessibili~y and Conso~idation 

With centralized police dispatch as envisioned by alternative #5, there 

is a need to access cr:i1nina.l information. Generally, this type of informa-

tion is provided by the dispatcher through the use of canputer aided faci-

Ii ties. These capabilities are desirable and have been suggested for the 

consolidated dispatch center. 

The consolidation of all police records lS a rather complex venture 

and needs careful analysis. Nom.a11y, the center would maintain appropriate 

records relative to its operation and have access to pertLlent records need-

ed by respondiP~ field units. The extent to which this recordiD~ function 

should be extended is questionable. The primary function of the cornmunica-
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tions center is to provide quic..~ response to emergencies. Should the func-

tion be expanded to include a recordi-~g func~ion (routine police records 

for -ene tD.ree jurisdictions), "C.!'1en tl:e level of service anticipated (Nould 

be impaired and t~e general concept of a~ergency cOrrmRhiications ~id con-

solidated dispa-cch ur-denrrL!ed. 

Tne consolidation of Dolice records may facilitate si~i~i~it advan-

~ages i11 -ee...-rms of prcductior.. and ret"ieval. However, ~m extensive analysis 

:.s required to asce..."'f"1:ain its c.esi"f'abili.~y and utility. II:. any ever..t, recorc.s 

consolidation should be viewed as a dist~~ct &id di~=erer..t ftu!ction from trat 

envisioI".ed for t.t~e consolidated dispatch center in tJ."-1i S pJ;.T'.ning effort. 

~ CcmDuterized DisDatch 
" . 

Comouterized dispa-ct""h has emerged i.:.i an effort to mecr.ani.ze dispatc.l1 

,functions ,tJhic.l1 could reduce total response t:"T..e substantially under cer-

tain conditior1s. It is particularly appc=.ling in ccrnrnunities ;tJhere dis-

patc.l1 is i~tiated by a VarieD] of L!dependent ager..cies across a huge 

geograpr~cal area servir~ large populations. 

,,,lith typical computerized dispatch, the dispatcher enters appropriate 

information through a keybcard with respect to location and type of L~Cl-

dent Lito a comDuter. The computer theIl responds (Ni th a display of appro-

Driate ager..cy/ager..cies, the status of units and the number of units re-

qui.red. Generally, a signal alerts the required ager:cy followed by a 

video display and a digital record. Tlris operation is basically a call 

transfer one and has the system features associated with alte..."f'D2tives 

3, 4, 5, 6 (patc.hL~, call part hold, etc) .. ~te..."f'Datively, the info~ation 

provided could be used directly at D'1e dispatc.~ center. 
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In terms of a centralized police dispatching center, computerized 

dispatch has the obvious advantages of providing a variety of information, 

reducing confusion and perhaps reducing total response time. However, the 

costs associated with implementing such a system would almost certainly 

outweigh any potential benefits one might assume in the Charlottesville/ 

Albemar Ie area. The acquisition and establishme.l1t of a data file on a 

continuing basis together with computer facilities and equipment would 

certainly not be justified when dispatch is centralized, the community is 

small and the array of services and functions are highly selective (Police, 

Fire, Rescue) as in the Charlottesville/Albemarle area. 

G . Monitoring. System Performance 

Implementation of a system has often, in the past, been construed as 

a solution. However, nothing always works perfectly. Consequently, sys-

tem design cannot be complete unless some provision is made for mom toring 

and evaluating the performance of any implemented system over time so that 

malfunctions can be identified and corrective procedures outlined to ensure 

smooth operations. The major system elements which need particular atten-

tion are: 

'Network capacity 

- Number of incoming lines. 
- Number of outgoing lines. 

'Operating efficiency 

- Answering time. 
- Dispatch time. 
- Total response time. 
- Personnel. 

Throughout our analysis, system design was based on an anticipated traffic 

volume likely to be realized in two (2) years. As this volume increases 
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or decreases, a variety of short-term adjustments ~vill be !'.ecessary. L""1 

order to CJ.""1tic:"pate these adjustments, the fo11owi T1g functions are suggested: 

(a) Capaci t-j Analysis--'L'"lccmiz'lg/Outgoi.:.:g L:L.--:es 

·Estimation of t~e busiest hour. 
'Estimation of ~affic volume i.:.""1 busiest hour. 

(b) Persofl.nel ~~.al.ysis 

'Est~~ztion of average answering tirr.e . 
. Estimation or average service time (cispatc.~/re£E:.-">'"Tal/~a..T1sfer). 

(c) Evalua ti.on of Operat-i 11g ?rccedures 

·SstiJr.a-cion of c;:::;11 volumes to the various receivi:;.g ager..c:..es . 
. Percentage ref~ed, dispatched, transferred. 

'TIi.ese CJ.""1c.lyses should be performed by the cOJIiIIlunications center at regu 1 ;:::;r 

intervals (for eX2JIlple, evE:.-ry 1+ !:l.ont'1s for the fiY"st 2 years and at least 

eve-ry (3 IT1.ont~ t:"'l.ereaf-:er). Su.ch analyses could provide t1:.e basis for ,a 

report to parti.cipatiT1g ager.cies for eValuati.on a.T1d review. 

n~ Pt.tblic Education Progr2IIl 

T:;. the event that 911 should be impls!lented as a unifom. number for 

the Ci~ all.d Count-j, it would be advisable to commaT1ce a public education 

program at least i..wo [Neeks prior to its implementation. 

During 1975-7 6, the Uni versi ty of If irgin i a r S ~!edical Emerge!'.cy Service 

(frf.s) conducted an ext'?TIsive public education program ai.m.ed at improvi.:.!g 

e.rnergaT1cy medical c.:re, 't:r'ai.:.-ri.ng a.T'l.d public access. Fundi.:.!g for this pro-

ject [Nas provided t.'rLrough the Robet't S·Jocd Johnson Foundation. Consulta-

tion rN-i t:'1 t:'1e EMS has revealed t:'1at funds for a public education progr2JI1. 

in the event that 911 should be adopted i.:.""1 the Charlottesville/ Albero.crle 

area D.ave been budgeted and a ma.j or portion of t:ns effort will be lL.""1der-

taken by "t.:'1e EMS. 
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A public education program might include the following: 

(a) Telephone Stickers 

These may be for private phones and businesses. More importantly, 

however, stickers should be provided at public phones with some 

number or letter indicating the location of these phones. A list 

of numbers in letters corresponding to locations can be kept in 

the 911 center to facilitate prompt response. 

(b) Inside Front Covers of Telephone Book 

The advertising here would indicate the agencies and services 

which are accessible by dialing 9il. 

(c) B1.DTIper Stickers 

Cd) Posters 

(e) Newspaper Coverage 

Special attention should be given to the objectives of 911 as 

an emergency number and emphasis placed, on discouraging it mis

use (e.g. crank calls, non-emergency situations, :L."1formation,etc.) 

(f) Public Service Announcement (Radio and T. V.) 

I. Implementation Plan 

The tentative implementation plan (Figure 19) suggested here will 

need some refinement as the proj ect is undertaken. However , it does in

dicate the major activities and the approximate time associated with ac

complishing them. It is suggested that a user board be established in 
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early 1977 to undertake the task- of planning, co-ordinating, securing 

funds and other related functions consistent with the developw.ent and 

implementation of the co-ordinated dispatch center. 

The necessity for an early consensus is readily apparent since CENTEL 

estimates that telephone changes require approximately two years headway 

and requests for funding must be incorporated into the next Local anq State 

Comprehensive Plans. 
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IX. CONCLUSIONS 

I.1'l this study, we have atte."TIpted, usi.1'lg a systerns engineering 

approach, to analyze the costs and benefits associated i,vi t11 various 

e.~ergency communications Systems for the Charlottesville/Alberoarle area. 

We have exanuL1'led the concept of a.gll emergency communications system, 

evaluated its desirability and feasibility, and have attempted a 

prel~~larl syste.~ design leading to a concentual plan for imple.~entation. 

T.~s pla1'l has identified sDecific actions needed to design and effect 

~ilDosed by technological, f~1'lancial, social and institutional considera-

tions . 

. It 1.S anticipated that the maj or value of "Chis iNork lies Ll the 

provision of a consisten-c and generalized method for sD~dY~lg and 

evalua-cing urban proble.~. A~though i.-ve have applied it specifically to 

an emergency corrnnunications system, it is readily adaptable to the 

i,1'lvestigation and evaluation of a iNide variety of urban service delivery 

systems. 

From the analysis and studies conducted together i"i-i.th our pe!"ception 

a1'ld awareness of D~e proble.~, the following conclusions are Dresented. 

• There exists a need in the Charlottesville/,~bemarle 
area to iJItprove the deli very of e.~ergency services. 
Such irnDrovema1'lts must be viewed i,1'l terms of Ca) 
citizen-access and Cb) level of service. 

• The existing communications capability of some 
respondi.1'lg aga1'lcies, especially the County 
Sheriff's department, is inadequate, not only 
when compared with that of neighbori,1'lg communities, 
but more irrtpoctantly, from an efficient service 
delivery standpoint. 
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• The nature of emergency communications and service 
delivery is such that continuing cost increases are 
inevitable. Our analysis indicates that considerable 
cost savings can only be accrued on a continuing basis 
if planned cooperation becomes a reality. 

• Police agency officials - City, County and University
have indicated to us a desire for consolidation and 
explicit cooperation in the administering of dispatch 
functions. Our analysis has indicated that this is 
not only feasible, but particularly desirable. 

• Fire and rescue squad officials, on the other hand, have 
expressed a desire to maintain their own dispatching 
functions. Our analysis indicates that there are maj or 
justifications at this tiwB to sustain this separation 
of dispatch functions for fire and rescue squad operations. 

• The establishment of a 911 communications system in the 
Charlottesville/Albemarle area is technically, socially 
and institutionally feasible. 

Recommendation 

We recommend that the 911 system Alternative 5 as presented in 

this report be implemented. An early decision is necessary if such a 

system is to become operational in the near future. Specific actions 

needed to enable implementation are presented in Chapter VIII of this 

report. 
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CENTRALIZED Cot1'1liNICATION 

SYSTEMS IN NEIGI-iBOmrG COt'!l1UNTIIES-f~ 

This appe.T'ldix on ceD.t:l:'a:l.ized. cammunication systems is presented here 

to faciE t3.te a detailed description of operatior..al modes i.T'l other 

ccrrmuru:ties . Dlt::'i.'11g t.'1is stl.1dyit has become ctpparent t..':lat public offi-

cials directly involved in the dQ] -ive...ry of emerg,eI1cy se..."'-'Vices as well as 

t.:'1e researc..;" team c:ould benefit by a brief study of e.ust; -n..g eme..-r-gency 

communication systems. 

itJe, t..'1erefore, conducted 1.""1terviews rtJi t.'1 various key officials in 

several centralized ccmnunications ce.nters. Field. trips to three neigh-

boring centers itJeremdertc.ke."'1. in oreer to appraise the-i"r' operations and 

gain some i.T'lsight into the operational problems, particularly those of 

organization and management. The ce..T'lters visited were: Filifax, Vi "r'ginia, 

Rockville, M2r-jland and Washington ~ D. C. T'nese centers derr.onstrate a 

iNi.de variety of operation and mar1agement. pai. i.erns. L""1 describi..'11g these 

centers, rtJe have attemp1:ed to address t'1ose spec; Fic concerns voiced to 

us by public officials 1.""1 the Cbzrlottesville/4~emarle area. 

From our interviewo ,and discussions, it would appear that the various 

age.T'lcies involved 1.""1 ccmrm,mications and dispatch itJere pleased ;tJit.L'1 ..... . l..nelr 

respective systems and that there were no roaJor probl~~. in daily operation 

and management. 

:'~The Authors adnowledge the helpful assistance of Mr. Te.."'r"TY Ricks i.1l. 
asserobling ~""lforroation for and prepar~""lg a portion of this appe.T'ldix. 
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A. Fairfax, Va. 

General Description 

The Fairfax County Emergency Operations Center CEOC) is located in 

the County Office Building basement. A single seven-digit telephone number 

dialed from almost any location within Fairfax County boundaries connects 

the emergency caller into a central dispatching room where anyone of about 

15 to 20 staff members can answer the call. The Fairfax County police 

and the County fire and rescue departments dispatch their personnel fr'Olll 

this installation. The emergency medical ambulance service for Fairfax 

County is a division of the fire department which serves both the city and 

county of Fairfax. 

In addition, the independent cities of Fairfax, Alexandria, Vienna, 

Falls Church, Arlington, and Herndon have their own police departments 

which have individual telephone numbers and dispatching headquarters. 

However, there are dedicated hotlines between all these centers so that 

misdirected calls can be forwarded to the COI'I'ect agency. 

History 

It was explained that before construction six years ago of the Fairfax 

EOC, there were three large dispatching centers: one for the fire depart

ment, one for the county police, and one for the city police. After the 

advantages of centralization were realized, the County fire and police IL 

departments decided to merge dispatching operations, but the city police 

chose to reJIl.ain independent. This c3.-Y'II'angement still exists today. 

Telephones 

TI1e telephone system used by this EOC includes 23 incoming emergency 

and business lines, 5 outgoing lines, and 26 emergency hotlines to the 
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various police stations, hospitals, nearby jurisc:li.ctions and o"t."ler emerger~cy 

depariJne..T1ts. LJ. addition there are leased 1 i:les to eac.lJ. of the 28 fire 

aT1gine stations scattered ~round cities and county. 

Persormel 

Tne ECC has approximately lQO e.-rnployees of rNb.ic.lJ. 65 are civil i . .::ns. 

The various e.-rnployee functions include call-takers, dispatchers, record 

clerks, police supervisors, fire supervisors, and head carnnun; cations 

officers. All the call prccess;ng staff !"Otate 2JTI.ong tl-.e c==ll-taker and 

dispaL:dri..'1g positions. They b.a.ve :.Je6n c..."'"Oss-trai..'1ed and thus are able to 

dispatch 2..T1Y agency neec.ed. The call-takers and disnatc.lJ.ers consist of 

civilians as rNeil as police and fi""e perso:nnel. Standard policy requires 

tb.a.t experie..T1ced sup2.-~isors fram COD"l police and fire departments mUSL: 

:.Je oresaT1t on eac.lJ. Sh1Ft LJ. order to D4ndle the ~.ore ccmplicated situations. 

There are l.J. shifts per day 2..T1d 2 un; Fonned supervisors are assigned to 

each shift. There are 8 police supervisors responsible to the Police 

CaptaLJ., and six fire supe...~isors responsible to the FL""e Chief. TI'1.e Police 

Captain is ulti.JI1.ately responsible for the operation of D'1e EOC faci.lit'J. 

Salaries and Trai.l1ing 

TraLJ.iT'lg of these communication personnel is conducted while on the 

job rNi. D"l the help of procedures manuals 2..T1d tape recordings to simulate 

crisis situations that reqll;""e rapid and logical decisions. Once employed, 

an individual is on probation for a year or more to assure quality dispatch

lllg. There are 2S civilian communications clerks rNno are all at the same 

sal~ry level--$10 ,000 plus ove...rrtime. If be..T'lefits ere included, the average 

salary for these individuals is about $13,000. The police Capta.i.J. reports 

to D"le COl.mty Police Chlefls f.ssistant while D"le Fire Ca:pi";:-7'1 reports to the 

Fire and Rescue Ch; eff s A.ssistant. The Fire and Rescue Depart-
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ment employs over 700 individuals with a few volunteers as support person

nel. The EOC and its staff are under the scrutiny of the Fairfax County 

Public Safety Communications Division, a subdivision of a larger County

wide communications department which manages the radios for schools, 

buses, and public works as well as the County telephone accounts and 

operations. 

Console and Radio Equipment 

Emergency calls terminate on the call-takers' switchboards and a 

light goes on at the dispatchers t consoles. As the call-taker asks the 

initial questions, the dispatchers listen in on the call and, if needed, 

dispatch the necessary agency. The call-takers and dispatchers keep manual 

records on computer cards. These records are compiled by computer each 

month. It is important to note that although each dispatcher has been 

trained in the dispatching rules and procedures for each agency, there are 

designated dispatching consoles for each agency. In other words, on every 

shift there are communications clerks who are assigned to handle only the 

dispatching for a certain agency but they may switch to another agency's 

console or become a call-taker at any time. Therefore, a communication 

clerk is responsible to anyone agency or function during the shift but 

this assignment changes on a regular rotating basis or when the staffing 

situation requires flexibility. 

Features 

There are no automatic number identification devices, nor is there 

computer-aided dispatching. The status board and map lights are operated 

manually. Also, each dispatch is written on a card that is time-punched 
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as follows: call received time, dispa-cch time, ar'!'i val time, and; cleared 

tii'IJ.e. 

Tr~ fi~e and rescue consoles are equipped with microwave tone encoders 

t'1a.t can sound tones, ri.T1g si"""'e.T1S, open doors, and turn on lights at the 28 

fire e.T'1g';T1e stations. These notification and alerting procedures permit t.'1e 

c!ispatc.1ier to initi.::l ll y ccrnman.d the necessary persoI"'J1el and vehicles until 

a field officer assumes direction. Leased li..l"1es to all 28 stations are 

used as bac.~-ups to the mi~c~liave syste.rns. The EOC monitors autCJI1a-cic 

~!.k ahrJIl.s only. Other bus1...l.esses and buildi..J.gs ,Nith ala-1""J!l.s inst:ruct thei ..,..., 

Drivate ala..-rm rr..onitor;ng agencies to call the EOC 'N"he.T1 their alanns desig-

fl.ate break:L.l.g ,::Ind ente!"i11g, f;~e, etc. All telephone and radio ccrnmuru...-

cations are cont1...l.ually recorded by a dual dictaphone tape recorder \v::th 

an 1.1.stant playback !I1ade to '" 11 ow review of garbled, misunderstood, or 

legally relevaT1t conversations. 

FUl1.d..ing and the EOC 

This Emergency Operati.T1g Center ~lias funded six years ago by a comb; 'la-

tion of grants fram the Law Enforce.~ent Assistance Adrninis~ation, ..... 
<-TIe 

Ilirgi..lia Office of E'Jnergency Se... .. ' .. v'ices (Civil De£aT'lse), as well as state 

and local funds. The Civil Defense Depa:r'UHent provided S090 federal r£1atch-

Lng funds to construct ~'1e EOC. The general construction guidelines fol-

lowed involved two disti..l.ct group1.l.gs of SDace function-operations and 

support. About 60% of the EOC space ;N"as allocated to emergaT1cy operation 

functions such as a central O'perat:"ons ream, communications and message 

centers, and executive office space. ApproxiIPately 40% of the EOC space 

has been designed to provide appropriate living and wor~l.g conditions to 
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support operations of the emergency staff. These areas are desigI1.ated for 

eating, sleeping, mechanical equipment , health, and sanitary facilities. 

The County of Fairfax provides all operational appropriations an

nually including salary payroll. These funds are raised through personal 

property and real estate taxes. 

Future Plans 

Future modifications and planning have been necessitated because the 

communications roam has became very congested and noisy. The cOII1II1l.L."'1ica

tions equipment and personnel will be divided and placed in three different 

roorIls according to function: call-takers, police services and fire/rescue 

serv~ces . Of course, these roems will still be able to coordinate their 

emergency responses with the proposed conference lines between them. Other 

separate :rooms presently in the EOC are for computer records, training 

police supervisors, and fire supervisors. 

B. Rockville, Maryland 

General Description 

The 911 Central Dispatch Center for Montgomery County, Haryland is 

located in Rockville, about ten miles north of Washington, D. C. The 

Center is located in the basement of the County Office Building. Prac

tically all County emergency services are dispatched from this emergency 

operating center (EOC). The 911 emergency telephone number began operation 

for the 600, 000 (approx.) residents of Hontgamery County on October 31, 1974. 

911 Call Processing 

The Montgamery County EOC is the answering point for all 911 calls 

in the County. These calls come from homes, businesses, and are toll-free 
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from public telephone bcot:~s. Eighteen di-fferent telephone exc.hanges are 

in the COUIlD]) and fotJr' liJleS from each exc.h.a1l..ge t s central office termiI'1a.te 

on t:~e 911 swite,l1J::oard, Tl"lese seventy-vJlio lines are grouped on the swi:tch-

:Coard and t",rnen a call is received, the call-taker can identify the ex-

c..~..ge of orig:4"1. 'TIris switch1:oard b.as six iderltical operator positions. 
'--......". 

. " 
Usually only one OPe3:"ator is needed to answer t~e 911 calls irl the Coun I..y . 

- ~,," 
if' he beccmes overloaded rN-i~S, ~~en ot.t;.er persormel ere ne=.rby to 

staff tl'1,e sw"i td1board. '~ 

The 911 c?ll-taJ<ers simD_ly answer S~'1g: 119il ce.T"J.ter--d.o you need -, 
"-

police, fire or 2JrIbulance se..'YVice? II Depending on t'1..~ caller r s request or 

situation, the call~taker imnediately b:'ansfers me 911 "a1ler .... ., 
1..0 't.ne 

appropriate group of dispatchers or clerks. 'The 9il operators can transfer 

t.~e caller to any of fotJr' (4) di ffere.T"J.t aro-2.S: police dispatc..~, fire and I:> 

rescue dispatch, routi.1"le non-em.ergency se..1'"I\Tice clerks, or t."1e CounDJ 

ad:Ini..P..i.strative sw-itcilJ::oa.rd. Crank or abusive callers ere ~"a.rned that t.~ey 

are carrnni ttiJ1..g a c:rJ.me and are forcibly discoDnected, or are ~raced so 

tb.at the caller can be prosecuted. A'l"l'y'r 9il call other tl'1,an an 2.mergency call 

is discotJr'aged either by informing the caller tl'1,at this is a.'l"l emerge.T"J.cy 

call center only and referri 1".g the call~=r to t.~e phone book or by verbally 

informing t.'1.e caller of the seven-d.:i.gi t number to be dialed. 

The 911 call-Laker 1Jliorks rNit:i. a headset, a set of cord plugs, and a 

telephone di~J..i.ng device. ~Vhen a call is received by tl'1,e switchboard, the 

call-taker answers the call and transfers the caller to the appropriate 

emergency agency that is needed. Eighty percent of all '3ll calls are for 

police assistance, Hultip1e agencies can be 1iL'1ked to the e.mergency caller 

by .3.ppropriate ciY'Cuit cormections. The time necessary for t.l'1,e operator to 
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route the 911 call to the appropriate serv~ce agency is a matter of 2-4 

seconds, hence one operator per shift can l1lal'1."lge the needs of the entire 

county. 

Routine Service Clerks 

Behind the switchboard in the same room there are several routine 

service clerks who receive calls from the 911 operator. Such routine ser

vice calls are not of an immediate emergency nature but still require 

responses wi thin several hours or days by one of the public safety agencies. 

Examples of routine service calls include: police administration, fire 

inspections, or requests for standby services at crowded events. These 

individuals often must fill out forms that require more time than the 

dispatchers can reserve between calls, thus allowing the dispatcher to 

attend to higher priorities in his job. 

Police Dispatchers 

When the 911 call requires rapid police response, the call is trans

ferred to the police dispatch and records area consisting of two separate 

roams--one for record check and incident card processing and one for the 

radio dispatchers themselves. The records :roam fills out incident cards 

with significant information given directly by the caller relevant to the 

emergency; likewise, this information is cross-checked with local, state 

and national law enforcement records by means of computer and file systems. 

The incident card, when completed, travels to the dispatcher room by a 

small conveyor belt, and the dispatcher takes appropriate actions and 

sends officers and equipment to the scene using two-way radio to commu

nicate with the cars in the field and to maintain status reports. There 
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are four' sate11i te police stations LT'1 the County communications, sti 11 "t.1.e 

Rockville EOC is the COIIllIla!""'ld center. 

Fire and Rescue Dis'9atchers 

The emergency medical se...'"I"'Vices for t..~e area are pare of the fi=>e de-

partment . Thus t.1.e ambulances are located i,ri th t~e f i "Y"e e..'1gi 11e campan.l.es 

dist::'ibuted t.1roughout the county. The radio dispatchers for Ii 1"'e and rescue 

services have thei.!' ewn separate roan iZl the EOC and rece.l.ve -t-hQ; -n ----'-"- 911 calls 

r:"Om the call-taker) s sw""itchboa.-rd. TIlei.!' rel;:.tively lew vol1..me of calls 

pe..."'1Ilits t1.e f-;'Y'!e dispatcr.ers the.mselves to CCL1'9lete any :1ecessary report 

cards and record ched<:s ;t7h; le directi~g all fi"r"e a..T1C rescue operations by 

radio until a senior officer d..-rrives on the eme...~e..'1cy sce.T1e. 

Tnese dispatdlers have bot.1. radio and dedicated hot-~J.e ~ijo-rNay 

conr.ru.T1i.cations ,rN-1.th th:L.-,.,ty-one fire engine ccmpanies, f.our hospitals, tr~ee 

public utilities ,and two .e.djace.'1t jurisdictions. The EOC also C2Il ccmmu-

nicate ,.n.th many public safety agencies a.'1d jurisdictions in the large 

metropoli ten areas of northern V irgi T1i.a, fNash; '1gton, D. C., and Ma...ryland. 

EOC 

As mentioned before, all the aJ:ove activities teJ<:e place in the Mont-

gomery County Emergency Operating C2I1 .. ter (EOC). 'E'1e large public safety 

facility is 1JJ.J.derground and h.as bee.'1 constructed accordin.g to standards 

established by the Civil Defe.'1se Preparedness A~ency(CDPA) of the federal 

government. A brochure coveri.'1g these standards for EOC is available 

from the State Office of Emerge.n.cy Services in Richmond, Virginia. Fund-

ing for this huge inst::; 1 J ation has cane from a variety of sources: Law 

fr1.£orceme.T1t P,.ssistance Administration, Civil Defe.T1se Preparedness jl~ency, 
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Emergency Medical Services (a division of Health, Education, and Welfare 

Departm.enth and some state and local monies. 

The EOC has standard radiological protection factors, emergency 

power generators, food, sleeping rooms , kitchen, water supply, working 

areas and total telephone and radio communications with all county services 

as well as state and federal radio systems. The completely isolated and 

protected command center will provide the Montgamery County goverr..ment 

officials an operating base with enough supplies for thirty days in case of 

natural or man-~ade disaster. 

Organization 

The large , comprehensive Montgomery County EOC is the result of a 

single government having an organizational hierarchy with individuals who 

know they rrrust coopel.'ate, cOIIllIll.lIli.cate, and search for solutions together in 

order to provide a large ar'I"'ay of public safety services to the residents 

of Montgomery County. 

Police dispatchers, record processors, and call-takers are under the 

supervision of a police cOIIllIll.lIli.cations officer who re:ports to the chief. 

The county fire and rescue service have a parallel organizational structure. 

Each set of dispatchers is supervised by their respective agency communi

cations officers. The police carmunications officer and the fire and rescue 

communications officer work together toward the improvement of the overall 

communications system. They are members of a regioI1.al communications 

committee consisting of public safety communications officers from Northern 

Virginia, Maryland, and Washington, D. C. The fire and rescue services of 
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the County have a policy maJci..Tlg !x.;ard consisting of the head of each engme 

C~LY along with an elected represa~tative fram ea~~ ccmpany. 

Future Plans 

The size of this Coun~y necessitates continual ~~e a~d additions 

to the EOC. The rapid advances in comnunications technology have provided 

D.ighly sophi stica"ted equipment to assist the corrmunications officers i.~ 

devis:L'1g :lew, more e.fficie.'1t and ccmplete systems. Future e.xpansions in 

t~e EOC rNill be :LL t"w-o rna] or areas: e.'1lerge.'1cy medical services and ccm

puter1zed dispa-ccr~'1g. 

TI:.e :lew federal push for e.'1lerga~cy medical services (:s-!S) has greatly 

i ~creased t."1.e tec.llr1 i ques, equipment, persopnel, and overall fI1~C'p..i tude of 

the County r s paramedic se..Y'l\llCe, A cancemi tant increase in ccmmunications 

capability i.s required, hence -G~e si.Lgle fire and rescue dispatdl room 

rNill be transforl'P.ed into two separate reoms: one for fi ""'e and one for 

rescue. The expanded utilization of radio ccmmunications by the paramedic 

I;as further ccmplicated the dispatdler r s function. T:.l"J.e dispatcher must new 

bzve a basic medical knowledge of adva'1ced first aid so as to assist the 

paramedic 1..J.L -G"le field. More and more hospitals are acquiring radio com

munications so that the doctor and paramedic can comm.uni cate. The heli

copter ambulance se..~ice provided by t"le Maryland State Police rNill scan 

ffive communications 'N'it"l the EOC. This is the Maryland P-ir ~red-Evac 

Eelicopter Syste.'1l. Furthermore, the transmission of electrocardiograms 

and telemetry is bec~Lg rout~Le and requires new radio freque.~cies aDd 

equipment. fIJi t.'f1 t.l1e mom tor1..J.Lg capabilities for voice corrmunications and 

telemetry, the dispatchers wi.ll be able to provide valuable consultation 

to both paramedics and physicians in regards to efficient usage of equip-
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ment and frequencies as well as proper medical treatment protocols and 

expeditious routing of emergency patients to the most accessible and best 

equipped acute care hospital facilities. 

C. Washington, D. C. 

General Description 

The 911 system of the District of Columbia offers another design for 

public safety emergency telecommunications and radio networks. All 911 . 

emergency telephone calls are answered by the police department located in . 

the D. C. Municipal Building. Jurisdictional problems because of non· .. 

coincident telephone exchange and political boundaries do not exist since 

D. C. has its own area code and distinct telephone circuitry. The 911 

calls for police service are handled and dispatched by the command center; 

however, if the emergency caller needs fire or rescue services, these 911 

calls are transferred to the fire and rescue dispatching headquarters In 

the northern section of Washington, D. C. The 911 caller then speaks 

directly to the fire and rescue dispatcher. 

The communications division of the police department is divided into 

three roorns--an operator room, a 911 call-room, and a dispatcher room. 

The 911 calls are automatically distributed first to available dispatchers. 

There are seven dual consoles in a row manned by a maximum of 14 dispatchers 

during peak traffic hours. Each dual console corresponds to one of the 

seven police districts in D, C. 

If all dispatchers are busy, the call distributor device chooses an 

available call-taker in the adjacent room. There are 12 call-taker posi

tions. The call-takers have two alternative activities depending on the 

nature of the 911 call. If the call is an emergency or requires a dis-
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patchEr' t S attaT1tion, a report card is filled out rN-ith pertinent informa

tion (name, phone number l location, iIlcident) l and placed on a conveyor 

belt t.hat transfers it to i:.:'1e dispatcher room. If a 911 call is of a 

non-emergency or business nature l i:.:'1e call-takers and dispatchers ei t.l1er 

r=>Jer the caller to a Dusi.J.'"1ess number or to t.l-te operator rocm adjace.T1t 

to the call-takers r roan. 

Each console is equipped rNi. th a computer te!1llL'"12.l (CRT) t:'1at provides 

access to the National Crimi.J.'"1al Infornation Computer CNCIC) rl'ihi ch has data 

regar~'"1g stolaT1 cars, criminal records l and other relevant lartJ eI1.Iorce

ment i11fom.a-cion. All telephone aT1d radio communications ere taped. 

T'nere are 3 shifts of person.T1el. All call-takers and operators 

are civilicr1.s. Dispa,tc.l-ters aJ;'B eit.'1er civilians or uniformed officers. 

Supervisors are present dur';T1g eac.l1 shift and are all UIli.formed offic~=rs 

except for 1 experienced civilian. Training consists of 2 we~~s of class

room work as well as probation~J on-the-job traL~. 

Fire and ~.escue Ce.T1ter 

The D. C. Fire and Rescue Department receive their. e.1TI.ergency calls 

over 911 telephone lines l telegraph ala."f1Il. street boxes, and telephone street 

boxes. All 911 calls for fire and rescue services are first answered by 

the D. C. Police Center who in i:u..""'l1 for-tJard the 911 calls to the fire and 

rescue center ove."C' dedicated lines. Th.e fire and rescue center has also 

retained its original seven-digit telephone nurober so tp~t they can be 

called directly. 

Dispatchers are eii:.:'1er civilian non-uniform employees or restricted 

duty fLY'€ or rescue officers. There are 6 individuals assigned to each of 
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the 3 daily shifts. The entire D. C. fire deparbnent has 1500 fire

fighters and 85 ambulance personnel. 

Special hotlines connect the fire and rescue center to the various 

fire engine and ambulance stations in the city. These hotlines, in con

junction with radio communications, permit the center to dispatch any 

station. This center has speciallY tariffed telephone lines that are 

only switched on when all other inconring lines are jammed. 

Future Plans 

The current electromechanical alarm devices used by the fire and 

rescue center are over thirty years old and replacement parts often made 

of brass, must be handmade. New computerized alarm and dispatc:hing equip

ment totalling over two-million dollars is scheduled for installation in 

late 1977. Also, the old telegraph street boxes will be replaced by 

telephones. 
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APPENDIX B 

SENSITIVTIY }\..NJ) ~1ARGnfAL COST 

BENEFIT }\}fALYSIS 

In this appendi."'<:, rN'e perform a se."1Sitivity and margi.Jal cost benefit 

aI'.alysis w-i tb. reS'Dect to -G1.e reccrnrnended. nt.ll'I'.Der of 1ir..es and perso!1.nel. 

L'J. estilr.ating -G1.ese quantities the paJ:'2lIleters used were busy hour call 

volume and average holding tiil1e. Our sensitivity analysis exarni.'J.e the 

effects on costs and be.'T1.efits of li.1cely variations in these p.3r2lIleters on 

t.1l.e reccrnrne:n..ded. quantities. 

A. ?erso!1.nel 

L'J. e~t-irr.at:L.'"1g -G1.e number of perso!1.nel req"jred, we used the cr~

terion - no more -G1.an 10 pe..""C\:''1.t of t.'lJ.e busy hour calls will be serviced 

r,.d:th delays greater -G1.an 10 sec.onds (approximately 2 rings). 'I'}-i.is implies 

that 90 pe..""Cent of ~1.ese calls r/'i-J..ll be serviced in no greAter tban 2 ri.7'1gs. 

rile now exam:L.'J.e the sensitivity of this criterion with respect to the nUI!'.Der 

of dispatchers and average holding time. 

Average hold:L.'J.g time r..as estilr.ated at 90 seconds. 'This means -G1.at a 

-telephone line andlor dispatcher r,vi " be tied. up 01"1 tJr'l..a.vailable for an 

average of 90 seconds for each call dur';ng ~1.e busy hour. Table B-1 shows 

~1.at, r..Ji t..'1. an average hold:L.'"1g time of 90 seconds, ut';,; zing 3 dispatchers 

result i.'T1. 26 perce.l'lt of t..1.e calls be:L.!g delayed greater tr..a..l'l 5 seconds, 

24 pe..""Ce.'1.t greater than 10 seconds, 22 percent gro--ater t.b.an 15 seconds and 

20 percent greater than 20 seconds w-ith an ave:r>age delay time of 18; 5 

seconds (approxiJI'.ately 4 rings) per calL When on-scene-assistance is 

required, an average delay of 4 rings per call w-ith 20 percent having to 
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Personnel 
in 

Busiest 
Hour 

3 

4 

5 

3 

4 

5 

3 

4 

5 

3 

4 

5 

3 

4 

5 

Table B-1 

Sensitivity of Personnel to Level of Service Criteria 
and Average Holding Time 

Probability of a Call During Average Delay for Average 
the Busiest Hour Being all Calls During Holding 
Delayed Greater Than. Busiest Hour Time 

n Seconds (sees) (sees) 

n = 5 n = 10 n = 15 n = 20 

.150 .133 .ll8 .105 7.16 72} .042 .034 .028 .023 1.31 72 (-10%) 

.009 .007 .005 .004 .22 72 

.205 .187 .170 .154 ll.9 Sl} 

.060 .051 .044 .037 2.2 81 (-20%) 

.014 .012 .009 .007 .41 81 

.261 .242 .224 .207 18.5 90} 

.090 .079 .069 .061 3.9 90 (Estimate) 

.026 .021 .018 .015 .83 90 

.330 .311 .292 .275 28.5 99 } 

.ll2 .010 .090 .080 5.6 99 (+10%) 

.033 .028 .023 .020 1.2 99 

.457 .435 .414 .395 49.4 lOS) 

.174 .158 .144 .131 10.1 108 (+20%) 

.055 .047 .041 .036 2.23 108 
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wei t longer tllan 4- rings ,t7ould tend to 1..71dicate a low level of service. 

By increasing the dispatch force to 4- persormel, Table B-1 indicates that 

the average delay ,t7ould be approximately 1 ring r"d. t'1 only 8 percent of the 

calls 0..aving to wait longer than 2 rings. To afford tJus improved level 

of service requires an additioT'.al monthly cost of approximately $900. To 

further improve this level of service by i..""lcro "3.sing t.'1e dispatch force 

to 5 appears to be umvarranted si..71ce the average delay time ,t7ould be con

siderably less t.~ 1 riT'.g and dispatc...'1ers car,not routinely perform ,,,d. th 

such efficiency. 

A..ssumi.7lg a 10 or 20 percent reduction 1..71 aver-age holding time (Table 

8-D indicates t.~t 4- dispatchers ere still reqlJi.,.,ed to e.71sure t..1;at no 

;r.ore t..'1an 10 percent of the busy hour calls are delayed greater than 10 

seconds wi t..'1 t.'1e average delays beiT'.g 'Ni:thin the viciT'.i ty of 1 rw.g. 

Utilizing only 3 di.spatc.~ers rt7i th this reduction i .... 1 average boldi,.""lg time 

results in 13 ar..d. 18 ps-'l"'Cent of the c= 11 s being delayed greater than 10 

seconds, respectively. On t.'1e other 0.and, assurni11g a 10 percent i..""lcrease 

in average holdi.T1g time, utiliz:LT1g 4- dispatchers just satisfies the criterion 

wi tl-]. an average call beiT'.g delayed. a little JIl..ore t.~ 1 ring. FLJ.I:"'t."ler ) 

ass1JIIlir.g a 20 percent incro...ase in average holding time indicates t.1;at 16 

percent of t.'1e co 11 s will be delayed. greater th.an 2 riT'.gs ,,.;i th the average 

call being delayed approx:i.ma.tely 2 rw.gs. To improve t.'1i.s level of service 

such ~..at only 10 percent of the calls are delayed greater than 2 ri.T1gs 

requires an additional dispatcher. This 'N'ill result 1..71 about 5 ps-'r'Cent of 

the calls being delayed greater t}1.an 10 seconds and an average delay time 

of 2. 3 seconds. 
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An average holding time of 108 seconds (20% increase in "average 

requirements) is felt to be quite large since fire and rescue calls will be 

transferred. This would mean that the dispatcher! s average holding time 

would be in the range of 5 to 10 seconds for these calls. Thus, while 

telephone lines will be tied up as calls are transferred to fire and res

cue, the actual time for which dispatchers are tied up at the cor.rnnunications 

center wrLll be reduced. 

B. Number of Lines 

The number of lines were estmated suc.h that no more than 1 call 

in a hundred is likely to receive a busy signal during the busiest hour. 

Asstnning a 20 percent decrease in call vollIDle, Table B-2 shows that 6 lines 

are still required. to provide a POI grade of service. On the other hand, 

asstnning a 20 to 30 percent increase in call volume requires an additional 

line at a monthly cost of approximately $50. per month. Table B-2 shows 

that by designing for an inferior grade of service such as 2, 3, or 4 calls 

in 100 peing likely to receive a busy signal results in a reduction of only 

1 line. 

A 911 communications center is intended to accept only calls for on 

scene assistance, nonetheless, it would be unrealistic to expect that 

inappropriate calls will not be received. However, if a large number of 

inappropriate calls are received, the average holding time should still 

not increase substantially since these calls will be redirected or dis

connected. Assuming a 50 percent increase in call volume and the same 

holding time of 90 seconds for all calls, 8 lines provide a POI grade of 

service. Table B-2 shows that the number of lines required to provide a 
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CCS 

46.8 

58.5 

70.2 

76.0 

87.7 

Table B-2 

Sensitivity of Telephone LL!es to Busy Hour Call 
Volume and Grade of Service 

Busy Hour Lines Required for a Particular Grade of Service 
Call VolU'ille POl P02 P03 P04 POOl P005 

52 (-20%) 6 r- 5 r- 7 6 ,'J ,'J 

55 (Estimate) 6 6 5 5 8 7 

78 (+'20%) 7 6 6 6 8 7 

84.5 (+30%) 7 6 
,.. 

6 9 8 0 

97.5 (+50%) 8 7 7 6 9 8 
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particular grade of service is relatively insensitive to call volume 

especially when increases in call volume do not consume any significant 

answering or dispatch time. 
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APPENDIX C 

STI'ruLATION OF RECOMMENDED 911 SYSTEM FOR 
CHARLOTTESVILLE/ALBEMARLE AREA 

A detailed explanation of the system will not be given since this is 

available in the body of the final study' report "System Engineering Study of 

Emergency Communications Systems for the City of Charlottesville, University of 

Virginia and Albemarle County'l by G. G. Yorke, O. A. Gianniny, Jr., and 

A. P. Sage. The alternative chosen was alterna't:ive five which is show-u in 

Figure 12, page 53. Briefly, incoming calls are answered by a policE'! operator 

who then transfers fire and rescue calls to the respec't:ive dispatchers. Police 

calls are dispatched by the operators. The police operator s'Cays on the line 

until the call gets the appropriate dispatcher or call for a police is dispatched. 

Fire and rescue dispatchers stay on the line until their service is dispatched. 

Some of the specific information is as follows: 

Number Incoming Lines 10 

~umber Operators 4 

Number Transfer Lines to Fire 2 

Number Transfer Lines to Rescue 2 

The report found that the number of calls during the busiest hour TN'as about 65. 

Calls were almost uniformly. distributed throughout the day. An arrival time 

distribution which is uniform over the inte~7al 0-112 secs is used. This 

gives an average of 65 calls/hour and also allows for t'~vo calls to arrive at che 

same time. Average service time was found to be 90 sec. A uniform distribution 

over the interval 67-113 sec was used for the service time for the dispatchers. 

The time to ascertain the type of call and transfer was taken as 15 ± 5 sec 

uniformly distributed. It appears that a reasonable distribution of incoming 

calls is as follows: 
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Fire 5% 

Rescue 5% 

Wrong Number - 5% 

Police - 80% 

Wrong, numbers take between 67-113 sec to complete. 

Results of the simulation runs are given in figures C.l and C.2. Runs 

for various inter-arrival rates were obtained for the proposed system under 

the nominal operating conditions mentioned in the body of the 

report. Besides the 65 call/hr rate the following rates were tried to see 

when congestion started to occur. Each simulation ran for 1000 calls. 

Call/Hr. Distribution Range 

65 a - 112 sec 

85 o - 84 sec 

100 o - 72 sec 

125 o - 56 sec 

150 a - 48 sec 

For 65 calls/hr disabling two lines had no effect. 98% of the incoming calls 

were answered on the first ring. Calls that were not answered on the first 

ring (2%) rang for an average of 23 seconds. No call received a busy signal. 

However 2% of the fire calls had to wait an average of 9 sec for a fire 

dispatcher transfer line to become available. 

Analysis of the results for high average arrivals/hr snow that the in

coming lines can handle a call rate of 150 calls/hr with a small busy rate 

(.3%). Even with two lines disabled, the busy rate increases to 1.1% which is 

within design standards. However the number of calls that are not answered on 

the first ring is significant. At 150 calls/hr 50% of the incoming calls 

wait an average of 30 sec to get an answer. At 125 calls/hr (whj,ch has been 
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observed at times) 5% of the calls wait approximately 22 sec for an answer .. 

The number of calls that must wait for transfer to another dispatcher is very 

small 0-3% and not affected as the arrival rate increases. This indicates 

that the number of outgoing lines to these dispatchers is sufficient. 

The results indicate that number of lines will handle rates up to 150 

calls/hr tops but at rates over 100 calls/hr. more operators will be needed 

to handle the increased volume. Such an increase does not appear likely, 

Illustrations of calls answered on the first ring and operator utilization 

versus call rate are shown for different number of operators in Figures C.l and 

C.2. All data were obtained using GPSS, a standard discrete event digital 

simulation language. 
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